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Principal’s Note

Mrs Barnali Guha

Dear Reader,

It gives me immense pleasure to pen a few words as a 
prologue to our in-house magazine ‘The Chronicle 2018-
19‘ exclusively meant for you, as a record of all the 
major activities and events that were held this academic 
year. As you flip through the pages of this beautiful 
magazine in years to come, I do hope that you will be 
able to reminiscence about your time here in Tanarata. 
This year‘s theme for the magazine is ‘ENVIRONMENT‘ 
and is reflected in the cover as well.

Some words of advice for my students; ‘as a learner you are the only person responsible for your suc-
cess‘. The best part of your life will start the day you decide that your life is your own and that you 
are in full control of your future. Life is too short to be stuck in something you don‘t love. If you are not 
passionate about getting up in the morning ready to move on and change the world, then change your 
vocation because that is not what life is meant to be. Have a clear vision of your purpose in life.

As your educators and guide it is our role to motivate you to do the best that you can in life. We motivate 
you to be passionate about life. Integrity and ethics can only come your way if you have competence. 
Work towards being competent in whatever you do.

We are very fortunate that in Tanarata we have a caring and dedicated team of teachers, cooperative 
parents which blend harmoniously to create a conducive environment that has the learner‘s best in-
terests at heart.  In this environment it is only natural to find that a variety of thinking and creative 
activities and projects are undertaken in the class room and students come alive.

Thanks, are also due to the editorial team to compile this book of memories for you in time! It is a race 
against time, as they too are busy just like the rest of you taking part in the all of the activities in 
school. They too have learnt to rely on each other and work effectively as a team! This year a new feature 
is being added to this magazine. In keeping with the times, the QR code of some of the videos that are 
already uploaded on YouTube is being embedded alongside the event.

 Happy Reading & Reminiscing!
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School Captain

Vice Captain

Hwang Juhan Brian

Liew Ho Yin Howard

Before anything else, I would like to thank the Prefectorial Board of 2018-2019 
and my fellow Heads – Howard, Eleanor and Sahrish, for willingly supporting 
me. Without them, I would have never been able to carry out or manage any tasks 
entrusted to me, as they were the ones who eagerly gave me a helping hand when 
I encountered any obstacles. Not to forget, without the teachers’ supervision, espe-
cially from Mr Gopal, it would have been impossible for the Prefectorial Board to 
run efficiently.

Being the School Captain of Tanarata have embraced me with numerous tasks, 
which gave me difficulties sometimes, but they have brought me joy and a sense 
of achievement too. All the events and small tasks the Prefectorial Board and the 
Heads carried out, from Teachers’ Day to Sports Day, were great experiences, 
teaching us the elements of taking responsibility and the ability to adapt to unex-
pected situations and changes.

Reflecting back my years in Tanarata, I am extremely thankful to my parents for 
sending me to this place. Compared to any other schools, Tanarata remains special 
to me, as it was where the majority of my childhood was spent, along with my 
friends and teachers. Thinking about leaving this cozy community and entering 
the society gives me anxiety sometimes, but it makes me excited too, as Tanarata 
has provided me with all the necessary skills the society required, such as being 

On my first day as a student in Tanarata, I remember feeling uneasy. Apprehensive. Shy. 
Never in my life would I ever have expected to experience the best times of my life in this 
humble, yet loving repository of knowledge, a safe refuge, my second home. And through-
out this entire journey, one thing has always remained constant and has shown, time and 
time again, to be a leading reason why our school has grown to be such a great place for 
learning:  passionate and dedicated group of teachers, a Prefectorial Board led by moti-
vated Heads as well as great Captains and Vice-Captains. From the very first day when a 
kind prefect offered to help carry my little brother’s bag up to class, I have felt nothing but 
elation and surprise and this continued till I was chosen to lead the school as Vice-Cap-
tain.

All good things must come to an end, and the bitter regret of having to leave shall sweeten 
the good memories that I cherish. Tanarata has not only given me a place to feel safe and 
learn, but the opportunities to grow from mistakes and apply what I’ve learnt in real life. 
Such skills will be invaluable to me in the future. But the most important skill I’d picked 
up, a game changer of an ability, is simply perseverance.

optimistic and learning to appreciate and respect others’ opinions.

Also, Tanarata’s positive atmosphere contributed to the development of my character. Although there were times when 
everything was full of problems, these events allowed me to mature both physically and mentally. Not only that, it 
granted me with the ability to stay calm and solve each of these problems sensibly and quickly. 

To the upcoming graduating batch, I wish the best of luck for your IGCSE examinations, and remember to cherish every 
moment you spend in Tanarata, as they are valuable experiences that can never be found anywhere else. 

There were days when I thought, “Nope, that’s it. I can’t do it. I can’t handle this. Not anymore.” But learning to 
do it, to put your head down and get on with the work was an invaluable skill, honed only through your own grit 
and determination. A person once said, “When you’re low on gas and the tank is empty, you use the tank.”

On a final note, I would like to thank the Principal, Mrs Guha, our Discipline Teacher Mr Gopal and all the 
teachers, for this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, for being the supportive foundation holding us all together, 
and for giving me, some of the greatest years of my life. Words cannot begin to express my gratitude, but I hope 
that through my actions I have been able to prove myself worthy of the immense faith Tanarata has placed in 
me.

Thank you Tanarata, for everything. You will remain forever in my heart.
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Editorial Board

Ryusei Lay Lit Tsen

Editor

C0-EditorMuhammad  Aiman Sahharon

Being the editor for this year’s magazine committee, there was certainly pressure to 
be felt. Nonetheless, it has certainly been an experience that has taught me and oth-
ers so much. Through the wonderful guidance of the teachers and the help from the 
committee, the final result of the Chronicles is everything that the team and I have 
imagined, maybe even better.

Although not everything was perfect, we managed to overcome all the problems and 
I can proudly say that the imperfections and problems we, the committee, encoun-
tered has helped to only improve the Chronicles, giving us opportunities learn from 
our mistakes.

I do hope that the students, parents and teachers of Tanarata International Schools 
would enjoy reading this year’s edition of ‘The Chronicles’, made with hard-work and 
effort from the entire magazine committee.

A special thanks to Ms Malathi, Ms Jairam and Ms Hiira for helping us students a 
great deal in the making of ‘The Chronicles” and a thanks to all the members of this 
year’s magazine committee, for making it possible, give yourselves a pat on the back! 
To the readers, do enjoy the journey of ‘The Chronicles’.

First I would like to thank the teachers especially  Mrs. Jairam for giving me 
the opportunity to be on the magazine team and allowing me to learn how to 
work not only as an co-editor but also in other roles and responsibilities. Thus 
allowing me to learn the process of creating the magazine. There are so many 
emotions when making the magazine:  at some point we were pressured and 
at some points we could relax. It’s been such an amazing experience and our 
hearts and souls have been poured into making this year’s magazine!

Standing L to R :  Yaaswini Thiagi, Aadvika Raghavendra Dodwad, Hemisha M.Ganesh Kumar, Precious Fernandez,   
  Ashley Lavvinia Chelliah, Mrs Barnali Guha, Mrs Jairam, Ms Zaifeeda, Ms Hiramani Lall, Ms Malathi, 
  Pn Mashuri Marzahan, Lee Ai Ying Keesha, Natasha Noor Aziz, Belle Khoo Qi, Annabel Ding.

Sitting L to R :  Muhammad Aiman Shahharon, Harish Krishna Ramanathan, Evann Matthew Gomez, Cyrus Krish 
	 	 Christopher,	Ryusei	Lay	Lit	Tsen,	Muhammad	Keywafiata	Diaz,	Thanmaya	Bharadwaj	Puvvada,	
	 	 Kiran	Raj,	Cezorio	J.	Konsoh.
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Aadesh Sreejit

Isaac Neethia
Raj

Tan Ken Jun

Aarya Suresh

Jasper Wan
Chung Hin

Vihaan Praful 
Attavar

Angelica Petra
Battle

Karthigeyan
Mugunthan

Vorenica Ann 
Kaveena

Ms Maureen
Hussein Arnav Rajesh

Nura Norhafiz

Aryana Teoh
Li Wen

Santosh RamanHenry Chai
Xiang

Sharifah Nuha 
Alanna
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Aditya Mehrotra

Jayden Ng
Kai Wen

Riya Amsrala

Adrushya Kuhan

Kartheegeyyann
Tinakaran

Sarah Anastasia 
Firoz Hussein

Anjali Usha
Gathani

Kirren Velan

Siddharth Krishna 
Mantry

Ms Sakunthala
Jeyaraman Chang Xong Han

Lim Han Ry

Zayn Shvant 
Shannon

Heath Ngeow
Yi Tze

Leila Iman
Mohammed Faiz

Hrithikeshva
Krishna Raj

Mandeera Kaur 
Jaspaljeet Singh
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Jeong Chaein 
Rahul Mahendran

Sammie Foong

Yashvi Amol
Chougule

Amartyan
Prakash

Kaeleb Aarav 
Fernandez

Sarah Alyson 
Paul Devadoss

Ananya Joshi

Krishika Naulia

Shaswata
Magendran

Eryssa 
Mohd Nazrul

Lim Tze Han

Syed Arsalan 
Ahmed

Ethan Tai
Jia Him

Manasvi Sham 
Kanneppady

Tanuj Abhinav 
Lanka

Hrishikesh Rana 
Prakash Rana

Nazran Amina

Umaiza
Akhtar

Ms Anne Freeman
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Gnanasritha
Reddy Settipi

Manjusha 
Nunepalli

Siri Purushotham

Adam Rudi
Herklots

Gsanii Ekaa
Saravanan

Maria Emad
A Bashehab

Tihami Araaz 
Tumon

Althea Sahurda

Hossein
Behmanesh

Navya Kannamma 
Sri Kribanandan

Arnav Nishanth

Jyotirmay Sameer 
Kamath

Nurul Azra

Chelsea Janani 
James

Keshav Ari
Fernandez

Pradyun Reddy 
Chintala

Chong Min Xuan 
Clayton

Lee E Jayne

Saw Xin Ying

Ms Adrienne Josef
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Elliot Eathan
Lim

Mohamed Zayan 
Faizul Mohamed

Saanvi Naveen 
Kana

Aarush
Baranwal

Haniya Jafar 
Abd. Mohd. Usman

Ng E-Ern

Shenal Samiru 
Karunapeli

Abhishikha
Choudhury

Julian Asher 
Daniel

Raahul
Navindran

Ada Asif

Lim Yu Han

Ram Chinmaya 
Pranav Bharadwaj

Alysha Lie
Yu Yin

Marvin Sandhu

Rehaan Adil

Ayan Tripathi

Mohamed 
Abdelazim Hussien

Ryan Evra Ram

Ms Seema Dodwad
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Keisha Gupta

Pugazh Felicia 
Immanuvel

Yap Soon Wei

Aarav Anderson

Kush Gupta

Reyansh Spoorthi 
Devaramane

Ajinkya Amol 
Sawaikar

Lim Huei Ernn

Swara Keluskar

Allegra Teoh
Li Xuan

Meha Sithara 
Suresh

Thaenusyaa
Thavaraj

Branden Ezra Ram

Mohamed Irfan 
Faeq Mohd Fitri

Vanshika Kapur

Jarreth Wan 
Chung Ing

Nina George

Yap Him

Ms Deepa Lakhiani
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Haley Ngeow
Hsin Ying

Sharvatha
Magendran

Tisha Sereta
Ram

Abhiynesh Nair 
Ramakrishnan

Hana Norhafiz

Shawn Vinnesh 
Maheswaran

Vijit Mishra

Daania Nadyne 
Hartanto

Kashhveii
Mayuren

Sophia Enriquez 
Sahurda

Wong Yut Wil

Deeksha Sura

Md Tanzim Hossain 
Samin

Surhuthee
Doraisingam

Dheeraj Reddy 
Sirigiri

Mohammad 
Farzan Khan

Tanish Aditya 
Lanka

Duncan Chow
Qi Feng

Sai Chiranjeev 
Divyesh

Terrance Lee
Hong Ze

Ms Mousumi 
Nigam
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Abhignya 
Evangeline Pitla

Jo Chai Yu

Muhammad 
Ingkubharata Diaz

Abhinav
Balasubramanian

Kanishka Devi 
Kumarvel

Nga Xin Yu

Al Moid Amin

Khok Ti Sheng

Nikhel Kumar 
Krishna Kumar

Ms Latha
Sreedharan Ayden Joshua 

Edmonds

Lee E Jay

Yeong Kai Neng 
Gabriel

De Ashmen Anissh 
Vijaya Kumar

Lim Han SonHariponmahalakshmi 
Deepak

Mahaveer Singh
Jaspaljeet Singh
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Anshul Bangalore 
Aratish

Jerald Tan
Yit Hon

Manisha Shriya

Abigail Carolyn 
Chelliah

Bhargav Rana 
Prakash Rana

Kim Heeseo

Raehan Oliver 
Ahmad

Akkash
Dharren Rej

Chan Myae Thazin

Kohana Singh

Rayyan Muneer 
Babar

Akshainie
Somanadhan

Dhanush
Gopinath

Lakshman Mohan

Raza Abbas Sonakshi Sharma

Alana Michaela 
Saldanha

Goh Xin Tian

Lim Ni Hui 
CaTilia

Ankita

Jack Chai Jie

Lim Tze Hin

Ms Devi Punitham
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Chang Pei Xuan

Luke Neel
Kavanagh

Salwa Aisyah 
Hartanto

Akshath Manesh

Cordelia Jasmin 
Polko

Nimanpreet
Singh Arora

Sena Kobuke

Anastasia 
Manivannan

Erica Yong
Jing Lynn

Rachelann Marie 
Hashini

Shanice Lee
En Yi

Anushka Visuvan

Irene Rhea

Raffidz Zachary 
Soh

Sherisa Joji Tiffany 
Manivannan

Asyanur Fauzana 
Muhd. Fauzan

Kaeshen Raj
Sivananda Raj

Rebecca 
Polachirackal

Bliss Khoo
Kang Zheng

Lakshman
Logaswaran

Saket
Sampathkumar

Ms Jasmin
Ashraf Ali
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Ariana Marie 
Jayasuria

Deepesh Raj

Lim Jay Yen
Alyssa

Chaanvii Mayuren

Erin Danya
Fabian

Pralhad Narayan 
Shanbhag

Charanya
Visakan

Jennifer Jegan

Putri Inaara
Nadine Belfield

Sriram Menon Tan Wei Xian

Ms Shalini
Sree Kumar Chong Kai Jun

Jyotirmay 
Prashant Vyas

Clarissa Chandani 
Christopher

Krishan
Tilliampalam

Daksha Malatesh 
Nagammanavar

Lara Prashanti 
Kunalan
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Aayan Ali
Siddiqui

Diti Avinash
More

Samaira Marcelle  
Gomez

Adam Danial Tan

Elizabeth Ivanka 
Ram

Sanjyanaa
Ragesh

Alyssa Lee
Pei Lin

Lee Ai Mei
Treisha

Tegjot Singh 
Walia

Ms Faezah Teh
Arya Kuhan

Naga Pranav 
Patcha

Thej Dheeren Vrinda Sehgal

Chong Kai Sze

Sai Amritha
Sindhu

Chua Ming Qi

Sai Sreejan
Varma Penmetsa
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Cassandra Lee 
Yan Cheng

Nitheeswar
Visakan

Tee Hong Yee

Abhishek Samuel 
Pitla

Edward Sarvesh 
Maheswaran 

Nyla
Norhafiz

Yeoh Wei Xiang 
Jake

Ahil Asif

Lai Yu Kei
Alicia

Perry Wong
Hsien Ee

Zachary Teh
Rui Ming

Akshita
Bhattacharya

Lim Yu Jing

Rina Kobuke

Ariff Fauzan
Muhd. Fauzan

Lyan Talal Ameen 
Al-Hemyari

Shelly Nihara 
Karunapeli

Asfaq Luthfiya 
Kuthubtheen

Ng Jia Jie
Jason

Tan J Son

Ms Hiramani Lall
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Kim Heewon

Nurin Amina Tan

Yap Soon Young

Akshit
Shrivastava

Koh Boon Yuan 
James

Ong Wei Xiang

Zaina Amir

Chloe Lim
Ke Xin

Laxmirayan
Parthiban

Rammanha Shrii 
Krishnan

Choong Jia Yi

Leyshviniya
Asokkumar

Sudhashand 
Vasudevan

Geshikga Shasha 
Annandhan

Navya Neermal 
Khanna

Tai Jia Soon 
Shawn

Joshua Ka-Hoong 
Wong

Ng Juen Yie
Ethan

Xia Haoran

Ms Norazlin 
Arshad
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Belinda Sarah 
Dendawacana

Kaustubh Singh 
Naulia

Ng E-Jing

Aarthi Elayna 
Fernandez

Chung Yan Bin

Kumkum 
Yogeshdutt Joshi

Sai Sanjita
Selvam

Alesha Iman 
Mohammed Faiz

Dhruv Avinash 
More

Lai Yong Jun
Eugene

Tiffany Wong 
Weng Yan

Zain Joji Zoharin Amina

Amrithavarshini 
Vellaiyan

Divyia Neufeld

Lam Cher Sze 
Chelsea

Andrew Alexander 
Armstrong-Thoo

Goh Hao Xuan

Lay Kye Xern

Arvind Mohan

Jong Qin Vern

Maia Norhafiz

Ms Sandhya 
Nagar
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Cho Hanseul
Sally

Lwin Phone
Khant 

Ryan Chan
Jian You

Aaditya Amol 
Sawaikar

Felicia Ang

Megan Chow
Yen-Tung

Venkat Vaarshith 
Mantry

Aarushi Mehrotra

Gan Wei Siang

Mohammad
Huzaifah Warsi

Zara Ali

Ang Wan Qi

Goh Chee Shen

Ng Tze Yee 
Vernese

Ashley Lee
Pei En

Liew Ji Tao
Thomas

Presha Ganesan

Charvi Sirigiri

Loghan Raj
Sivananda Raj

Reona
Chatterjee

Mr Anthony Mark
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Cyrus Krish
Christopher

Ian Sua Li Ze

Rudra Raj

Ankitha Manesh

Danvendttra 
Shaktti Shri Krishnan

Loke Kah Yan

Sai Varenya 
Patkar

Ashta Vyshnavi
Rej

Dhrriti
Asokkumar

Manav Sital 
Jethwani

Vipul Kumar

Asmath Ramiza

Erryshca Sharma

Megan Lee
Ker Min

Belle Khoo Qi

Harish Krishna 
Ramanathan

Mohamed Aiman 
Faizul Mohamed

Cezorio
J. Konsoh 

Hemisha 
M. Ganesh Kumar

Precious
Fernandez

Ms Nina Manocha
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Ashley Lavvinia 
Chelliah

Krish Gobindram 
Chandnani

Rhea Khandhar

Aadvika 
Raghavendra

Brandon Ariff 
Putra Belfield

Liew Jiien Suey

Tai Jia Herng 
Jerry

Abhilasha
Choudhury

Cho Wonhee 
Kai

Loh Xiao Xuan

Yaaswini Thiagi

Ang Wei Bo

Evann Matthew 
Gomez

Lovern Chong
Tian Xin 

Anishveren
Mogan

H. S. V. Thanmaya 
Bharadwaj Puvvada 

Muhammad
Keywafiata Diaz

Annabel Ding

Kiran Raj
Raj Kumar

Natalea Tan Ho
Le Xuan

Mr Tamil Selvan
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Fabian 
Muhammad Reaz

Lee Ai Ying 
Keesha

Ryusei Lay
Lit Tsen

Alishbah Amir

Ismar Eriza
Allya Ismail

Mohamed Shaafi

Shivaraam
Sanjeev Kumar

Ananya Sai Avvari

Jeremy Michael 
Marian

Muhammad Aiman 
Sahharon

Yap Ming Yang

Chang Pei Hua

Jo Kato

Muhammad Indira 
Anky

Choo Herng Jian

Joel Mathew
Fernandez

Nurul Aqilah
Alipudin

Dhilshara Rao 
Mathew

Kangadharan 
Gopinath

Resyifa Mahayu 
Diaz

Ms Farah Hanan Mr Michael Ilori
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Cristen Ng
Mei Ann

Lai Yong Cheng 
Vincent

Yeong Wing Yan 
Zoe

Aaron Lie
Hsu Fa

Ellysha Sashvinaa 
Nair

Maab Abdelazim 
Hussien

Abdul Malik

Ian Choo
Xin Zhe

Nabil Mutasim

Ang Kheng Yen

Jasdeep Singh 
Walia

Natasha Noor 
Aziz

Anoushka Das

Jung Wonyoung 
Bobby

Nathan Melech 
Saldanha

Aparna Prasad

Karina Kong
Yi Zhen

Steve Lee
Zi Hao

Ms Sindhu Nair
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Caitlin Ng Mei Lyn

Lee Gyeongha

Ng Wen Qin 
Henry

Cho Yoonhee
Eleanor

Liew Ho Yin
Howard

Radhika Sehgal

Ishita Logaswaran

Loh Xiao Ting

Selva Ganesan Yuvan Raj

Ms Kamalini 
Achan Jeremey Lim 

Zheng Yuan

Md Jahin Zawad

Justin Chong
Ker Jie

Mikhail Sital 
Jethwani

Keshav Prashant 
Rao

Mrinalini Shrither
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Liew Lii Hao

Ng Wey Yee 
Valerie

Thanushaa Ganesh

Chang Pei Yit

Lim Zi Bin
Bryan

Rashish Singh

Wong Feng Zhen 
Karen

Chloe Hazlin 
Mortlock

Marlene Teo
Ying Zhi

Reyashni
M. Raja

Dhruvi Atul Parmar

Muhammad 
Sahrish Islam

Roha Ali

Feanor Ridzuan 
Zainal Abidin

Najwa Inaya
Hartanto

Sam Zi Yang
Vincent

Hwang Juhan 
Brian

Ng Jia Cheng 
Brandon

Shakkthi Kamales

Ms Reenah
Vicnesvari
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Lee Dong Ha

Teachers (from left to right) :  Ms Reenah Vicnesvari ; Mr Tamil Selvan ; Mrs Barnali Guha ; 
Mr Teo Kok Sin
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PRIMARY PREFECTS
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First Row  :   Aayan Ali Siddiqui, Mahaveer Singh Jaspaljeet Singh, Daania Nadyne Hartanto, 

Sitting left to right  Haley Ngeow Hsin Ying, Mrs Barnali Guha, Ms Anne Freeman, Hana Norhafiz,  

   Ayden Joshua Edmonds, Nikhel Kumar Krishna Kumar, Jennifer Jegan

Second Row  :   Tan Wei Xian, Thej Dheeren, Manisha Shriya, Alana Michaela Saldanha, 

Standing left to right Anastasia Manivannan, Cordelia Jasmin Polko, Asyanur Fauzana Muhammad 

   Fauzan, Abigail Carolyn Chelliah, Tegjot Singh Walia, Pralhad Narayan 

   Shanbhag, Lee Ai Mei Treisha, Akshainie Somanadhan, Elizabeth Ivanka Ram, 

   Shanice Lee En Yi, Chaanvii Mayuren, Lakshman Mohan, Daksha Malatesh 

   Nagammanavar
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SECONDARY PREFECTS
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First Row  :   Wong Feng Zhen Karen, Najwa Inaya Hartanto, Lee Ai Ying Keesha, Hwang Juhan

Sitting left to right  Brian, Mrs Barnali Guha, Mr Gopalakrishnan, Liew Ho Yin Howard, Muhammad  

   Sahrish Islam, Maab Abdelazim Hussien Mohamed Osman, Karina Kong Yi Zhen

Second Row  :   Chang Pei Hua, Ng Jia Cheng Brandon, Keshav Prashant Rao, Lim Zi Bin Bryan,

Standing left to right Mikhail Sital Jethwani, Jeremey Lim Zheng Yuan, Lee Gyeongha, Nabil Mutasim,

   Fabian Muhammad Reaz, Selva Ganesan, Ryusei Lay Lit Tsen, Liew Lii Hao,

   Resyifa Mahayu Diaz, Mohamed Shaafi

Third Row  :   Radhika Sehgal, Cristen Ng Mei Ann, Aparna Prasad, Shakkthi Kamales, 

Standing left to right Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair
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SUPPORT STAFF

SECURITY PERSONNEL
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From left to right : Mr Sagir, Mr Muhamad Hadi, Pn Emos, Ms Elaverasi Manickam, Pn Muslimah, 
Mr Jafar, Mr Anwar Hosen, Mr Muhammad Pir

Sitting left to right : Mr Nermel Singh, Mr Muniandy Ponnusamy
Standing left to right : Mr Puspanathan Sundaraju, Mr Arumugam Subramaniam, Mr Murugan Subramaniam
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T     he Lower Primary students of TiS ended their 2018 academic year with yet 
another successful lively musical entitled ‘TiS Musical’ an adaptation of 
the highly popular 2006 Disney Movie- The High School Musical. The main 

casts were selected from the Year 6 group supported by Year 5 and Year 4 stu-
dents. The students showcased their dancing and singing talents and garnished it 
with their acting skills, which came in quite naturally to some of our talented young 
Tanaratians. 

The musical kept the original plot where Troy and Gabriella were trying to fit in 
and be who they are and express their individuality. The characters battle through 
peer pressure, learn to accept each other’s differences and value their friendship. 
It was a fun musical, with an array of infectious songs and signature dance moves 
that took us all back to that “High School Musical” moment!!!    

Some of the main characters were : Ariff Fauzan, Zaina Amir, Nurin Amina Tan, 
Navya Neermal Khanna, Raja Karl Fuad, Shelly Nihara, Cassandra Lee.

14 July 2018TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

TiS Musical
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On the 10th of October, 2018 we had a fire drill experience at the school grounds.  It was sometime half way 
during the primary break when the fire bell was executed.  Everyone at school was being summoned to leave 
immediately as they heard the bell and the call to respond.  All students, teachers, admin, domestic and 

ground staff, cafeteria operators as well as all parents on site at school had to congregate to a point of assembly at the 
far end of the field opposite the swimming pool.  Attendance was taken down for all present on site and the drill was 
all done under 4 minutes.

Simultaneously as the fire bell went, the Bomba (Fire brigade department) was contacted and within 5 minutes a Fire 
Brigade truck arrived with a team of about 8 men.  A member of the team then addressed the crowd gathered and 
had a question and answer time with all the students and talked about how to use a fire extinguisher effectively.  Shortly, 
preparations were made to show a demonstration of how to put out a fire using the fire extinguisher.  The fireman need-
ed volunteers and had selected two persons to come forward to do so.   Instructions were given out and were followed 
through by the respective member of staff and student.  They each took their turn and had to put on the safety jacket 
and a helmet as a precautionary measure as they battled to put out the flame in a couple of seconds!  Amazingly, all 
went well and the participants were thrilled in doing the job!

The drill was jointly organised by Mr. Selvam, Mr. Rashidi and Mr. Lazaroo in collaboration with the Jabatan Bomba dan 
Penyelamat Malaysia (Selangor).

10 October 2018TiS Football Field
Fire Drill
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Tanarata International Schools hosted Halloween Carnival on Friday, October 26th 
2018. The teachers, students and parents helped to transform the school into an All 
Hallow’s Day themed atmosphere. Decorations of witches, ghost, cauldrons, skel-

etons, pumpkins and tombstones were placed throughout the school and cafeteria. Those 
who attended dressed up as various characters and came with their best scare factor. A 
photo corner was set up to allow parents, students and their guest to take pictures to com-
memorate the evening. There was also a face painting station where parents and children 
could request spooky and adorable designs for their faces. 

The night started off with the Year 1 and Year 2s’ Fashion Show where students modelled to 
show off their Halloween costumes.  The fashion show was followed by an energetic Ghost 
Town Dance Medley performed by the Year 3s and Year 5s. 

26 October 2018
TiS Campus

Halloween

Years 7, 8, 9 and 10 set up entertaining game stalls and an 
exciting escape room. One of the organizers stated, “The 
students did an amazing job!  A horror house was set up by 
the Year 11s to keep the spook and thrill of Halloween alive 
throughout the night. A teacher stated, “I decided to go to 
the horror house with some of my students. It was so scary. 

As the carnival continued, the Year 4s and Year 6s per-
formed a scary spirited dance titled Resurrection. It was 
followed by the Parent-Child Best Dressed Contest. Par-
ent-and-child duos show cased their themed costumes like 
Monsters Inc., Transformers, The Nun, Edward Scissorhands, 
vampire and bats.  The night continued with long queues for 
the games and the variety of local and international vege-
tarian and non-vegetarian food choices. Food trucks came 
bearing with delicious churros, burgers, nachos, mac and 
cheese, spaghetti, Japanese cuisine, chicken and lamb 
chops and hot and cold coffee drinks. Ice-cream men on 

motorbikes provided the chilling dessert needed for the event. The canteen 
was adorned with various stalls that had butter beer, samosas, vegetarian 
mee goreng, nasi lemak, cookies, mango pudding, cut fruit, rojak, char kuey 
teow that was prepared fresh on the spot. 

The dance floor opened for a monster mash Halloween Ball where some of 
the teachers joined in for the fun and showed off their dance moves. The 
night ended with a thunderous band performance by the Secondary Stu-
dents titled Virus which was followed by the prize-giving ceremony. 

“I really enjoyed the performances, so much effort must 
have gone into it,” said one parent. The Halloween Car-
nival was one that was filled with scare, fun and excite-
ment. The hard work of all involved could be seen and at 
the end of the night as everyone left with a smile on their 
face. We are already looking forward to the next one!
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In term 1, on 1st November 2018, both classes of year 3 
went to Skytrex, Shah Alam for a camp. This place is a pop-
ular obstacle course forest which provides tree-to-tree ad-

ventures. As soon as they had heard about the trip they were 
filled with excitement and were rather curious about the trip. 
It was, however a little challenging for the year 3s as some of 
them were afraid of heights. 

Despite their fear, they had managed to successfully complete 
the course and the year 3’s thought that it was a great form of 
physical education. These obstacle courses consist of extreme 
outdoor activities such as rope climbing and flying fox. After sky 
track, they were awarded with pizza. The students had loved 
this trip saying that it was amazing and they’d really like to go 
again! Through this trip, many of the students learned how to be 
brave and to face their fears.

1 November 2018
Skytrex, Shah Alam

Year 3 
Camp
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On the 9th of November, Tanarata’s annual swimming gala was 
held at MMU Swimming complex. It was an energetic morning as 
swimmers from every year prepared for the 50m sprint of various 

strokes.

Students who were not swimming also sat among the vast benches to show 
their supports to the swimmers and to their houses as well. The air was filled 
with suspense as the whole complex waited for the sound of the horn, com-
mencing the start of the race.

The events finished with cheers for not only the winners, but for the partici-
pants as well who gave their all. The winner for the whole event however, 
went to the Vikings! Followed by the Harappans and the Romans. It was a 
fun-filled event with all teams giving their best and fair, with a good show of 
sportsmanship from all.

9 November 2018MMU University,Cyberjaya

Swimming
Gala
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From 14th to 16th November 2018, the Interhouse Debate for 
Division A took place. The topics for each round was provid-
ed beforehand, and they were - “This house believes that 

socialism is better than capitalism”, “This house believes compul-
sory military service and national service programs are beneficial 
for a country”, and “This house believes that European Colonists 
should pay reparations to their former colonies”.

On Day 1, which was the debate between Romans and Vikings 
with the topic of “Socialism vs Capitalism”, both sides had an in-
tense, exciting debate which entertained both the floor and the 
adjudicators. Although the Romans have debated well with rea-
sonable points, the Vikings claimed the victory for the day as they 
were more convincing.

The fiery atmosphere of the room continued into Day 2, which 
was between the Romans and the Harappans with topic of con-
scription. This was possibly the most enthusiastic and lively debate, 
with both sides, heads on heads, passionately argued that their 
assertions were more compelling. The Point of Information, which 
means each side enquire one another regarding their speeches, 
never ceased from both sides, along with the follow-ups going 
over the set limit. In the end, the Roman House won, but the floor 
and the adjudicators agreed that the Vikings have done as well 
as them.

14 - 16 November 2018TiS Classroom
Debate Div A

The last day, between the Harappans and the Vikings, wrapped up the Debate 
Week. The topic of Reparations grabbed the interests of the History students, and 
both sides had a fruitful debate, bringing up facts and statistics from historical re-
cords and the past. The Vikings were more successful in conveying their points, mak-
ing them the winner of the day, and the overall winner too.

After further evaluation, the winners of each awards were chosen. For the Most Pas-
sionate Speaker, Aparna Prasad of Vikings received the award. For both her de-
bates, she debated with liveliness and energy which made everyone in the room 
enthralled. The Best Rebuttal Speaker award went to Brian Hwang of Romans, who 
asked the most POIs, and he was able to find points to rebut in the other teams’ 
speeches effectively. Finally, the Most Persuasive Speaker, also known as the Best 
Speaker award, went to Radhika Sehgal of Romans, who mesmerized the adjudi-
cators and the crowd with her flexibility of words and her ability to convince the 
opponents.

Overall, all three teams had a fruitful debate, and everyone agreed that each team 
was able to bring up relevant and interesting points. Interhouse Debate is one of the 
events that many of the students are eager to spectate, and this year’s debate for 
Division A was a success.
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On 15th November 2018, Tanarata International School eleborated Deepavali. In the morning, we had a special 
assembly to celebrate exciting dances and songs. The stage was lit up and the crowd was energized by pop 
dances. There were dances from year 1,2,3 and medlies from year 4 and 5 as well as grade 8,9. 

There was also a dance medly by grade 11. The assembly ended with a medely from teachers and parents. All the partic-
ipants did a great job and they were very entertaining. At the end of the assembly we were energized and ready for the 
day.

15 November 2018TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Deepavali
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Our Tanarata Football Club wanted to have a match and 
then Mr. Rashidi agreed and then we were so excited 
and happy and couldn’t wait for the real day. We kept 

practicing and practicing and we were good and well trained 
and then we were finally ready for the tournament. We planned 
to have it in UITM.

When it was the real day, we went to UITM and we were so excit-
ed and the temperature was 40 degrees and it was so hot. We 
played many matches and won many matches and also ate some 
delicious lunch there. We also learned many new skills from other 
people.

We had so much fun and we loved this tournament very much. I 
also think it was educational for football skills and it was the best 
trip ever!

16 November 2018UITM, Shah Alam

Football Match
- UITM
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13 & 14 December 2018TiS Multi-purpose hall

Talent Contest

Category D-Solo (Year 1 - 3)

1st - Swara Keluskar (Singing : A Million Dreams)

2nd - Gnanasritha Reddy Settipi (Dancing : Cheap Thrills)

3rd - Meha Sithara Suresh (Dancing : How Far I’ll Go)

Category C-Solo (Year 4 - 6)

1st - Meheira Rao Mathew (Tap dancing : My Year)

2nd - Vrinda Sehgal (Singing : What a Feeling)

2nd - Elena Hosseini (Hula hoop : I See Love)

3rd - Ayden Joshua Edmonds (Drum solo : Hall of Fame)

Category C-Group (Year 4 - 6)

1st - (Charlie Boys) Daksha Malatesh, Chong Kai Sze, Naga 

Pranav, Pralhad Narayan, Anshul Bangalore, Bhargav Rana

2nd - (Cool Grooves) Alana Michaela, Akshainie Soman-

adhan, Manisha Shriya, Bhargav Rana, Raehan Oliver, 

Akkash Dharren Rej,  Jack Chai Jie, Goh Xin Tian, 

Anshul Bangalore.

3rd - (Klassy Kids)Tanuj Abhinav, Tanish Aditya

Abhignya Evangeline, Hariponmahalakshmi.

3rd - (The Flaming 5) Terrance Lee, Abhiynesh Nair,

Wong Yut Wil, De Ashmen Anissh, Dheeraj Reddy.

Category B-Solo (Year 7 - 8)

1st - Tiffany Wong Weng Yan (Piano solo : By the light of 

the silvery moon)

2nd - Navya Neermal Khanna (Singing with piano : I don’t 

want to miss a thing)

2nd - Ng Juen Yie Ethan (Piano solo : Moonlight Sonata)

3rd - Ng Jia Jie Jason (Drum : Solo Heathens)

Category B-Group (Year 7 - 8)

1st - (Soul Sisters) Aarthi Elayna, Amrithavarshini,

Lam Cher Sze Chelsea, Divyia Neufeld, Zoharin Amina

Presha Ganesan.

2nd - (Bombshell) Maia Norhafiz,  Alesha Iman Mohd. Faiz,

Andrew Alexander Armstrong,  Aaditya Amol Sawaikar.

3rd - (The Shermans) Akshita Bhattacharya, Syaira Zain,

Zaina Amir, Cassandra Lee, Nyla Norhafiz, Shelly Nihara, 

Geshikga Shasha, Lim Yu Jing, Lyan Talal Ameen.

3rd - (The Dynamic Duo) Perry Wong, Yap Soon Young

Category A-Solo (Year 9 - 11)

1st - Cezorio J. Konsoh (Dancing : Pumped up kicks)

2nd -Hemisha M. Ganesh Kumar (Magic show)

3rd - Marlene Teo Ying Zhi (Singing : Young and beautiful)

3rd - Ryusei Lay Lit Tsen (Singing with guitar : I see fire)

Winners

Category A-Group (Year 9 - 11)

1st - (Kathithi Gang) Cezorio J. Konsoh, Mohamed Aiman Faizul, Cyrus Krish 

Christopher, Ian Sua Li Ze, Harish Krishna, Vipul Kumar, Danvendttra 

Shaktti, Evann Matthew Gomez.

2nd - (The Unprecedented) Cezorio J. Konsoh, 

Krish Gobindram Chandnani,

Evann Matthew Gomez, Muhammad Keywafiata Diaz.

3rd - (Colours of the wind) Chloe Hazlin Mortlock

 & Najwa Inaya Hartanto.
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The school displayed a spark of bright colours and brilliance during the annual christmas celebration held in 
our very own school. Performances from dances by our Year 8 followed by a choir performance of ‘Feliz Nav-
idad’ by the visiting students of Mary Agape Mission School. Year 2 performed a Chrismas musical dance. Our 

teachers of Tanarata also got involved and serenaded the audience with a medley of christmas songs of their own pick! 

All in all, the celebration has not only shown us our annual fill of christmas performances, but also brought upon the spirit 
of christmas to all.

14 December 2018TiS Multi-purpose hall

Christmas
Celebration
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I joined Tanarata Football Club because of my love for football. My favourite player is 
Lionel Messi and I hope to be as good as him when I am older. Last term the club organ-
ized a stay in football camp. I was really excited to be part of it.  It was held on the 14th 

December 2018 to the 15th December 2018 in our school. It was such an exciting idea to 
know that the camp will provide me the opportunity to sharpen my football skills. Mr Rashidi 
took the lead in organizing the football camp and motivated many of TiS football players 
from year 1 to year 11 to participate in the camp. 

We arrived in school at 7.00 am in the morning and we were led to the cafeteria for break-
fast. As soon as we were done, we headed to the registration counter. We were given a set 
of consisting of a T- shirt, a cap and a ball from One Global Enterprise who was the facilita-
tor during the 2 day camp.  We gathered in the multi-purpose hall for a short briefing from 
Mr. Selvam. He informed us of the dos and don’ts throughout the camp. He added that he 

15 & 16 December 2018
TiS Football Field

Football 
Camp

wanted us to have fun as well as to work hard to improve. 
We took a group photo together for remembrance.

We were really excited and hurried to the field for the activ-
ities planned by our trainers. The trainers and our school and 
volunteer coaches divided us into categories - U8, U10, U12, 
U16. We were trained basic ball control and skills throughout 
the first day. It was really tiring and challenging. We were 
really exhausted but really enjoyed the training. We even 
trained in the rain which was the best part of the day. We 
had our dinner about 6.30 pm and got ourselves ready by 
8.00 pm to watch the Final Football match between Ma-
laysia and Vietnam. We watched it in the hall and we were 
really cheering for Malaysia to win the cup but sadly Malay-
sia lost. We headed to bed about 10.30 pm. We all enjoyed 
sleeping in our sleeping bag especially me being my first 
experience sleeping away from home.
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The memories of the annual prefect camp held from the 
17th of December to the 19th would forever be etched 
into the minds of the 27 prefects who attended.

The camp was held at Radiant Retreats Janda Baik and was led 
by Abang Iqbal, who helped organize the various activities done 
during the trip. The goal of the camp was to teach the prefects on 
a winner’s mindset as well as improving teamwork skills between 
the prefects. 

The excitement of the prefects could be felt during the 1-hour 
journey to the camp-site. Throughout the journey, laughter and 
conversations could be heard along with the occasional singing.

Upon arrival, the prefects were greeted by the Radiant Retreats 
team and whisked off for introduction and ice-breaking games, 
where the prefects were sorted out into teams randomly. Team 
names ranged from ‘Pocky’ ain reference to the famous Japa-
nese treat to ‘Brendan Number One’ with the teams mascot being 
no other than Brendan Ng.

The first major activity which the prefects partook in was the ‘War 
Games’. It was a series of daunting tasks and games done as a 
competition between teams. Everyone had a blast and by the 
end, all were soaked and caked in mud. Following the war games, 

17 - 19 December 2018
Janda Baik Retreats, 

Pahang

the next major activity was ‘Masterchef Mayhem’, in which teams had a cook-off 
against each other on who could cook the better chicken curry and Roti Jala.

With the activities finished, the prefects made their way to their lodges in which they 
were to stay in for the next 3 days 2 nights. The second day of the camp had only 
brought more interesting and unique activities with the most notable ones being 
River Trekking as well as Paintball.

Prefect 
Camp
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16 - 18 December 2018TiS Football Field
Tug of War

Division A
1st - Harappans
2nd - Romans
3rd - Vikings

Division B
1st - Harappans
2nd - Romans
3rd - Vikings

Division C
1st - Romans
2nd - Vikings
3rd - Harappans
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This year Tanarata International Schools celebrated Science week 
for the first time. We had different science related activities done by 
every class. The year 1s had a flying paper plane challenge. Year 

2s made boats and there was a boat race held at the Tanarata swimming 
pool to select the winners. Year 3s had car racing competition, where the 
cars were made out of recycle materials. The first, second and third were 
awarded medals. Year 4s did simple experiments and made simple equip-
ment using recycle materials that can be used in daily life. Year 5s herb gar-
dens and investigated the growth of spring onions. Year 6 planted vertical 
gardens and observed the growth of different flowering plants. 

Science week aimed at giving students an opportunity to not only create 
marvelous and beyond-breathtaking projects, but to also have fun in the 
due process. A friendly competition between groups for each year helped 
to spice up the projects and each projected presented seemed to outdo 
the last. 

28 Dec 2018 -  1 Feb 2019
TiS Campus

Science 
Week

Winners
Year 1 
1st - Vihaan Praful Attavar - 1A
2nd - Tan Ken Jun - 1A
3rd - Lim Han Ry - 1B

Year 2
1st - Gsanii Ekaa Saravanan - 2B
2nd - Keshav Ari Fernandez - 2B
3rd - Kaeleb Aarav Fernandez - 2A

Year 3
1st - Shenal Samiru Karunapeli - 3A
2nd - Kush Gupta - 3B
3rd - Ng E-Ern - 3A

Year 4
1st - Ayden Joshua Edmonds - 4B
2nd - Hariponmahalakshmi Deepak - 4B
3rd - Abhignya Evangeline Pitla - 4B

Year 9
1st -  (9A) Hemisha M. Ganesh Kumar
  Megan Lee Ker Min
  Ankitha Manesh
  Precious Fernandez
  Sai Varenya Patkar

2nd - (9B) Ang Wei Bo
   Evann Matthew Gomez
   Loh Xiao Xuan
   Yaaswini Thiagi
   Muhammad Keywafiata Diaz

3rd - (9B) Aadvika Raghavendra Dodwad
  Annabel Ding
  Ashley Lavvinia Chelliah
  Cho Wonhee (Kai)
  Liew Jiien Suey

Year 10
1st -  (10A) Choo Herng Jian
    Fabian Muhammad Reaz
    Jeremy Michael Marian
    Lee Ai Ying Keesha
    Chang Pei Hua

2nd -  (10B) Ang Kheng Yen
     Anoushka Das
     Karina Kong Yi Zhen
     Lai Yong Cheng (Vincent)
     Maab Abdelazim Hussien

Year 11
1st -  (11A) Keshav Prashant Rao
   Lee Gyeongha
   Liew Ho Yin Howard
   Mikhail Sital Jethwani
   Yuvan Raj

1st -  (11B) Lim Zi Bin (Bryan)
  Feanor Ridzuan Zainal Abidin
  Marlene Teo Ying Zhi
  Rashish Singh
  Sam Zi Yang (Vincent)

* Year 5,6,7 & 8 did Science Projects 
    respectively but were included as 
    competition during the Science Week.

Our Tanarata students created amazing 
scale models which relied on heavy sci-
ence such as the hydraulic bridges by 
the Year 10s as well as solar-powered 
cars by the Year 9s. All the groups of stu-
dents displayed a powerful act of team-
work, determination and skill. 

The final winning team from each class 
presented their project to not only the 
judges, but to the entire school! 
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Everyone was dressed in red. The school was decorated ac-
cording to the theme, all of us assembled at the hall. The mc’s 
got onto the stage and the festival started. Dances were per-

formed and songs were sung. All of us bobbed to the beat. The songs 
varied from upbeat music to slow ballets. It was very entertaining and 
a very exciting way to celebrate an annual celebration. Not only Chi-
nese New Year we celebrated but also Valentine’s Day!. 

After we saw amazing Chinese New Year dance performance and 
songs, we also get to see Valentine’s songs sung by the students. Af-
ter that, we immediately saw beautifully choreographed romantic 
dance performance from the year 9. We concluded the celebration 
by throwing the roses in the air!. 

“I really enjoyed the performances, so much effort must have gone 
into it,” said one parent. The Halloween Carnival was one that was 
filled with scare, fun and excitement. The hard work of all involved 
could be seen and at the end of the night as everyone left with a 
smile on their face. We are already looking forward to the next one!

14 February 2019TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

CNY &
Valentines
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24 February 2019
Stadium Matsushita

 Panasonic, Shah Alam
Telematch

Year 1 - Vikings

Year 2 - Harappans

Year 3 - Harappans

Year 4 - Harappans

Year 5 - Romans

Year 6 - Romans

Winners
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On the 24th of February 2019, the students of Tanarata International School gathered at the Panasonic Stadium, 
Shah Alam, for the 12th annual Sports Meet. The students were dressed up in their new respective house shirts 
and was rather mesmerizing to see them march on the track with full confidence, force and enthusiasm. The 

sports meet opened with the march past, the school song and then the declaration of the opening of the 11th annual 
sports meet by Mrs. Guha. It was an action-packed day which kept the spectators on the edge of their seats at all times 
as each event went by. 

There were both telematches by the primary and running events by all divisions which continuously put the crowd in an-
ticipation. It was a tiring yet fun and memorable for the students, teachers and spectators. Countless records were broken 
and the students had put in their utmost effort to make their houses and school proud. Soon enough the day came to an 
end and even though it was a long 3 hour procession, the whole day went through quicker than expected. At the end 
of the day, it was finally time to announce the winners. The Vikings were declared cheer champions and Romans as the 
overall Champions.

24 February 2019
Stadium Matsushita

 Panasonic, Shah Alam

Sports Day

Sports Champion : ROMANS 
1st Runner Up : HARAPPANS
2nd Runner Up : VIKINGS

Div A 
Sports Boy : Henry Ng Wei Qin
Sports Girl : Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair 
   
Div B 
Sports Boy : Cyrus Krish Christopher
Sports Girl : Ashta Vyshnavi Rej
   
Div C 
Sports Boy : Chong Kai Jun
Sports Girl : Jennifer Jegan
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Romans R

O
MANS

Captain : Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair

Vice Captain : Fabian Muhammad Reaz

Secretary : Ryusei Lay Lit Tsen

Treasurer : Cristen Ng Mei Ann

Athletics : Chang Pei Hua

Badminton : Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair

Basketball : Fabian Muhammad Reaz

Soccer : Joel Mathew Fernandez

Table Tennis : Mohamed Shafi

Volleyball : Ian Sua Li Ze

Softball : Steve Lee Zi Hao

Cheerleading : Natalea Tan Ho Le Xuan

1st Place
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Harappans H
AR

APPANS

Captain : Ang Kheng Yan

Vice Captain : Md Jahin / Jeremy Michael

Secretary : Aadvika Dodwad

Treasurer : Vrinda Sehgal

Athletics : Keshav Rao / Jennifer Jegan

Badminton : Lovern Chong Tian Xin

Basketball : Ang Kheng Yan

Soccer : Jeremy Michael Marian

Table Tennis : Loghan Raj

Volleyball : Nabil Mutasim

Softball : Krish Gobindram

Cheerleading : Chelsea Lam / Krish G.

2nd Place
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Vikings V
IK

INGS

Captain : Lim Zi Bin (Bryan)

Vice Captain : Aparna Prasad

Secretary : Lee Ai Ying (Keesha)

Treasurer : Caitlin Ng Mei Lyn

Athletics : Justin / Yan Bin / Arif

Badminton : Lim Zi Bin (Bryan)

Basketball : Cho Keonwoo (David)

Soccer : Kangadharan Gopinath

Table Tennis : Liew Lii Hao

Volleyball : Lee Ai Ying (Keesha)

Softball : Caitlin Ng Mei Lyn

Cheerleading : Megan Lee / Liew Jien Suey

3rd Place
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The 4th to the 8th of March, was considered literature week for the 
whole school. During this whole week, there were marvelous pres-
entations from the year 1s to 9s.

On the first day, we had an amazing poem recited by the year 2s called hot 
potatoes and spaghetti. These young students had practised very hard and 
enthusiastically to put out a successful start to literature week.

On Tuesday, the year 3s did a narration about the bumblebee stings and the 
year 4s did a presentation on different book genres. 

The next day, the year 5s and 7s were presenting. The year 5 did guessing  
game about the teacher and the year 7s did speeches as famous literary 
character. 

On the following day, it was the year 9s and 1s turn to present. The year 9s 
did monologues on the books of their choice

Finally, the last day, the year 6s and 8s performed. The year 6s dressed up as 
their favourite character in the books they had read and the year 8s promot-
ed a few interesting books that they had read and encouraged everyone to 
give it a try and read it as well.

Besides all of this, there was also a little competition that was set up. There 
was a picture displayed in which there were pictures that had a meaning 
behind it. The meaning behind the pictures had to be related to idioms such 
as ‘time flies’. All those students who wrote down the most number of idioms 
available in the picture were rewarded with chocolates. 

The Literature weeks was interesting informative and motivated all to read.

4 - 8 March 2019TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Literature
Week

       The winners of The figures 
                of speech quiz.
 
Highest with 20 are students from Year 10 
Zoe Yeong, Ellysha Nair, Karina Kong, Cristen Ng, Vincent 
Lai, Maab Hussein and Nathan Meleah.

Next with 19 answers are students from Year 11
Mikhail Jethwani and Justin Chong

With 18 answers from year 9 
Belle Khoo

Students who have done reasonably well from Year 8
Vernese Ng, Felicia Ang, Presha Ganesan and Mohd.
Huzaifah Warsi

And we Asmath Ramiza from
Year 9 who has also done 
reasonably well

Winners
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Earth Day is about raising awareness about the importance 
of protecting our planet and taking action. 

Our planet is an amazing place, but it needs our help to thrive! 
Like every year, we organised Earth Week in our school from 18th-
22nd March,2019. Each day was equally interesting, with exciting 
performances and presentations lined up. The Year 6s, dressed in 
their brightly coloured T-shirts, performed energetically to the ab-
origine’s music. The year 4s made bookmarks for the school, from 
re-cycled material. The Year 3s took a lot of effort to make a repli-
ca of the twin towers from re-cycled cans and presented a choral 
reading on nature. The year 5s organised a beach clean-up in Port 
Dickson. 

The Year 7s carried out a campaign of collecting e-waste, seg-
regating it and then sending it to a re-cycle centre. The Year 8s 
agreed to collect discarded greens and browns from homes to 
make compost in school. All the students of Years 1-9 performed 
an amazing song ‘Umbrella by Rihanna and Thunder by the Im-
agine Dragons’. It was loud and phenomenal. To top it up, a pres-
entation on the rare species found and seen in our campus by Mr 
Yannick left us spellbound. Let’s make every day an Earth Day.

18 - 22 March 2019
TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Earth
Week
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T  he Division B Inter-house debate of 2018-19 was held in 
April in the multi-purpose hall. Throughout these  days, 
the Romans, Vikings and Harappans battled out intense-

ly to voice out their strong opinions on the respective topics, and 
each team was incessantly boosting their thoughts as time passed 
by. The first day saw the Harappans and the Vikings debating on 
the topic, ’Should parents check teenagers’ phones?’. This was a 
highly controversial and engaging topic and the Harappans suc-
cessfully managed to state their viewpoints opposing the motion 
and grabbed the winning points.

The Romans and Harappans debated on the motion,’ Should Ma-
laysia proceed to abolish the death penalty?’, which was a very 
thought provoking issue. The Harappans posing as the government 
won this debate and took the lead with a majority. On the third 
and final day, the Romans and Vikings debated on the motion, 
’Does religion do more harm than good?’. With persistent efforts 
from both teams, the Vikings managed to convince the judges 
with their strong points and took the win. At the end, the Harap-
pans came in 1st place, the Vikings 2nd and the Romans 3rd.

The topics were very serious, mature and complicated. It was an 
enthralling and beneficial experience of knowledge and practi-
cality, not only for the participants but also for the audience who 
watched the debates.

3 - 5 April 2019
TiS Classroom

Debate Div B
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Our yearly Pen Pal program with the LFKL school took place again 
this year at TiS on 4th of April with the presence of 63 students 
and 6 teachers from the Lycée Français of Kuala Lumpur. The 

day was filled up with musical, educational and fun activities. All together 
135 students were interacting in the grand hall and grouped into teams 
with one team leader to guide them through their respective activities..
The most famous game (like every year) was the newspaper dance where 
students were paired up and had to dance around a newspaper which 
was  folded in two every time the music would stop. The aim was to stand 
as a pair onto the newspaper without losing balance! 

Since last January, our TiS students from year 5,6, 7 and 8 had been ex-
changing letters in French to their dedicated Pen Pals who in return were 
writing in their English. During those few months, they got to know each oth-
er, exchanged few times and shared about their habits, family, hobbies, 
holidays etc.. They finally met up with their Pen Pal personally on the 4th of 
April! How exciting it was?

I would like to thank all the Parent volunteers, the TiS technical team and 
Mrs Guha for offering a much appreciated lunch served at the canteen to 
the French School students who were interested in the cuisine. We shall be 
continuing this wonderful program next year again!

4 April 2019TiS Multi-Purpose Hall 

TiS - LFKL
Exchange Program
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TThe football team of Tanarata was planning to go on a 
football trip to Penang.  So Mr Rashidi agreed and we 
went on the trip. We had lots of fun in the bus and were 

very excited to go to Penang. It took 5.5 hours to reach Penang. 
Then we finally reached Penang Free School.

We went to our hostel and had our tournament so we kept practis-
ing and then we were finally ready. The next day we went for our 
tournament and then U8 got 4th place. U10 got 2nd place, U12 
got 3rd place and U14 got 2nd place. We were so happy and we 
enjoyed our game very much. We also got some prizes from the A 
one BGSC Soccer Carnival Penang.

The next day we went to the Taiping zoo and saw many animals 
and took many pictures and then we also went to the Penang 
Bridge and had lots of fun there. We also went for souvenir shop-
ping and then we went back to Tanarata. We went there on 6th 
April and came back on the 9th. It was the best and we had lots 
of fun. 

“ Like pleasurable honey from honeycomb, the indefatigable lions of Tanara-
ta Fc tasted a well deserved Victory to the glory of Tanarata International 
schools. ... We put up a good fight, strategically refusing to putting square 
pegs in round holes, eventually, we emerged as the most competitive team 
of the tournament, and Terrence emerged as the highest goal scorer with 6 
great goals.”

“Hence, the satisfaction, the pride and the graciousness of being called a 
TANARATIAN.”

We went, We saw,
And,
We conquered!!!     By Mr Michael Ilori

5 - 7 April 2019
Penang

Football Match
- Penang Free School
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From the 26th to 27th of April, 2019 an overnight team-build-
ing camp was held for the Year 9s at school organised  by 
the students themselves under the guidance of Ms. Nina 

and Mr. Tamil. 

The camp commenced at about 3pm with an exciting game of 
dodgeball,   followed by kayaking . Kayaking was something new 
for many of us. It was a great opportunity to work with fellow team 
mates and manouver the boat. 

A game of Water Polo was the cherry on top of the cake and a 
great way to end our evening. It was a fast-paced activity which 
involves 3 skills, swimming, threading in water and passing the ball. 

26 - 27 April 2019
TiS Football Field

We were exhausted and all we could think of now was a nice dinner 
and a movie with friends before bed time.. It was all so exciting that 
the thought of sleep vanished. We ended up sleeping at 3-4am keep-
ing Ms.Nina and Mr. Tamil up too.

     The next day, surprisingly all of us woke up early to play a thrilling foot-
ball match. After having a super time on the field, it was time for some 
breakfast from McDonald’s.This was followed by  capture the flag and 
‘Scavenger Hunt’.. After scavenger hunt we were asked to pack up 
and leave.

It was such a great team-building experience and we couldn’t stop 
talking about it. 

Year 9 
Camp
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Teachers Day is a very special day dedicated to our 
dear teachers in which students show their appreci-
ation towards the teachers through different perfor-

mances. During this day, many students took the opportunity to 
use their talents to entertain the teachers. From singing, danc-
ing, poem recitals to even skits which were performed by the 
students from Year 5 to Year 9.

All of the performances were very entertaining for both the stu-
dents and the teachers and each performance had their own 
special message to be portrayed. Besides the many perfor-
mances by the students, the prefectorial board had prepared 
little gifts for each teacher which included a sweet note and a 
mug with either a tea bag or pens.

The whole day was filled with enthusiasm and laughter. It was 
lovely to see the huge smile on the teachers’ faces when the 
day came to an end. To end it all, the teachers were invited 
on stage to cut a cake and snap a couple of pictures. A huge 
thanks to all the teachers who have educated us and brought 
us up to where we are today.

16 May 2019TiS Multi-Purpose Hall

Teacher’s 
Day
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The whole class was buzzing with excitement. We had been 
waiting all week for this camp! After the last lesson we all wait-
ed eagerly, until the clock finally struck 12 noon. Yippee! We 

all ran to the primary block, and walked down to the car park, and got 
into the bus. We sat next to our friends and talked and laughed all the 
way. Soon after an hour of fun ride, we reached SEMENYIH ECO-VEN-
TURE RESORT. 

At the resort there was a short introduction and briefing, by the 
camp facilitators, about the rules. Once this was over, we played an 
ice-breaking game called ‘Mirror to Mirror’. It was great fun. We must 
say, we were pleasantly surprised! The camp had an enormous lake, a 
challenging obstacle course, a lush field and a gigantic pool. The first 
activity that we participated was the pitching the tents and putting 
our luggage in. This whole process took almost 2 hours. By now, we 
were dead exhausted, thanks to the sweltering sun that seemed to be 
teasing us all the while. By now our stomachs started to growl and we 
were so hungry that we could have eaten a horse. But unfortunate-
ly, there was no sign of any food for miles and miles. Upon enquiring 
for something to eat, our facilitators dropped a massive bomb on us 
when they told us that if we want food, we have to prepare ourselves. 
They showed us the raw materials, demonstrated how to prepare ‘Roti 
lilit’ and left us to prepare our food. We kneaded flour, margarine, 
egg, sugar and butter into a soft dough. It took a lot of hard work, and 
a lot of panting, sweating and burning until the job was done. Bravo! 
We made it and had soft sumptuous homemade bread. We ate it 
with honey and noticed how it was so much tastier than store bough 
bread. It was an awesome experience.

Next up we had to build our raft and cross a lake that was 8 feet deep 
and covered with monster lizards! Yuk! Eeeek! The sight of the lizards 
got us jumping and rushing in the water. Oh gosh! What seemed to 
be fun and exhilarating became a challenge. In the water, it seemed 
almost impossible to keep the raft floating. Most of fell into the dirty, 
murky water. However, we team effort we manage to manoeuvre the 
‘clumsy, unstable, massive float across to our friends. Then night crept 
in and we had our dinner after washing ourselves thoroughly. We had 
some night games. 

The next morning we had delicious Malaysian breakfast. There were 
more obstacle games lined up. These tested us on our speed. We used 
lots of teamwork in this as it required lots of coordination. Then it was 
time to wrap up. We dismantled our tents, had lunch and thanked the 
facilitators for an experience of a lifetime.

We discovered new things about ourselves and our friends. It was a 
very fun trip, but as soon as we got into the bus we were all knocked 
out due to sheer exhaustion.

  Sai Amritha Sindhu (6B), Thej Dheeran (6B),   
  Diti Avinash More (6B), Navya Neermal Khanna (7B).

14 - 15 June 2019
Eco-Venture Resort,

Semenyih

Year 6 & 7 
Camp
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On Friday, 21st June, we celebrated a special festival, Hari 
Raya! Everyone came dressed in beautiful traditional 
clothes of many different countries and waited anticipat-

ing for the performances to start. Our cheerful and welcoming MC’s, 
Thanmaya and Ditti, were excitedly introducing and commenting on 
the wonderful line-up. To start, we had a tuneful Raya Song by the 
Year 5’s. they were certainly very pleasing to hear and it definitely set 
everyone in a festive mood. Then, we had an informative and bright 
PowerPoint Presentation by Asmath of Year 9A and Salwa of Year 5. 
They explained the importance of Ramadan, the fasting month, and 
Eid Mubarak, the festival celebrated after fasting. Followed by this 
was a delightful Zapin Dance by the Year 4 boys, who enlightened us 
with their entertaining moves. It was a sight to behold!

An exciting performance followed, the Zumba Raya! It included a 
few girls from the Lower Secondary and some of the parents and 
our very own teachers. It was a dynamic and catchy dance which 
earned a roar of applause. Ms Wong, our music teacher, had or-
ganized the School Choir to sing Raya Nusalam for us, and it was 
such a wonderful sound. The 4 girls were from various classes but 
they all sang equally as loud and melodious. Everyone was in awe of 
their sweet voices. Finally, it finished with Akshainie of Year 5 singing 
Balik Kampung, bringing nostalgic memories to the audience. A lot 
of people sang along happily, clapping their hands to the familiar 
beat. Everyone left in a buzz of elation, animatedly chatting about 
the one-of-a-kind performances they had witnessed. To top it off, the 
Secondary Prefects came around the classes passing sweet dates for 
everyone to enjoy.

By Asmath Ramiza - Year 9A

21 June 2019TiS Multi-Purpose Hall
Hari Raya
Celebration
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On the 22nd of June, Tanarata’s 3rd annual footbal tour-
nament was held in school. The heavy rain greeted the 
players to an event brimming with emotion, passion and 

determinatiom to strive for victory. Countless hours of intense train-
ing led to this moment. After almost a year, the students’ skill would 
be put to test. The event started off with a vibrant and graceful 
Zumba dance, which welcomed the teams. After a good warm-
up, the teams kicked off. In U14, the teams that participated were 
White Hawks, Pro Harimau, Lestari A, Lestari B, Tanarata FC and Ser-
dang Kickers. In U16, the teams that took part were CFC, TIS A, TIS 
B and Hornets FC. Upon ending each match, some teams were 
shattered whilst others were beaming with joy. 

Closing in on the finale, all matches were fought with double the 
strength and motivation. After almost half a day, the matches end-
ed and players finally were relieved. For U16 category, Tanarata’s 
team A, led by their captain Shivaraam emerged as Champion, 
followed by Hornets, CFC and Tanarata B. And in the U14 category, 
White Hawks stood first, followed by Pro Harimau, Tanarata U14 and 
the others. Although some teams lost and others won, the event 
was a memorable and enthralling experience for the players and 
the audience.

Thanmaya Bharadwaj, Year 9B

22 June 2019
TiS Football Field

TiS Football
Tournament
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28th June 2019, a bittersweet day for all the Year 11s of Tanarata 
International Schools. Bitter, as we would be closing this chap-
ter of 11 years, about a close batch of friends, who were as 

thick as thieves. Sweet, as we would be moving on to the next, await-
ed chapter of life, blooming into this succeeding phase.

The graduates were led down the aisle, garbed in their robes, by 
their respective class teachers: Ms Kamalini and Ms Reenah. The cer-
emony was well attended by the parents, relatives and teachers of 
the graduates. Following on, Mrs Guha had delivered her opening 
speech, after which, she had awarded the certificates. Speeches 
were made by the Captain and Vice-Captain, Brian Hwang and 
Howard Liew, respectively, and Najwa Inaya, who had witnessed 
Tanarata flourish over the course of 11-12 years. Moreover, the aca-
demic awards of Outstanding Student of the year, had Brian Hwang 
and Keshav Prashant Rao as its recipients, while, the All-round Excel-
lence Award, had Howard Liew and Mikhail Jethwani as its recipients. 
Furthermore, the graduates had organised a string of performances 
as the entertainment for the night, comprising of songs, bands and 
dances. An amusing and exhilarating game was played between 
the segments, where both teachers and students had to guess which 
teacher  said which quote. The banter between the emcees: Mikhail 
Jethwani, Radhika Sehgal & Shakkthi Kamales had given everyone a 
thrilling taste of being in the shoes of a Tanaratian. The Best Dressed 
Male, Best Dressed Female and Most Popular, were awarded to Hen-
ry Ng, Chang Pei Yit and Selva Ganesan, respectively.  

As the programme had ended, many had erupted onto the dance 
floor or out to the foyer to take pictures with all their teachers and 
peers. An indelible relationship, forged and fostered by friendship 
and camaraderie will remain cast in stone in everyone’s memories. 
Thank you all for such a wonderful time in Tanarata and our grateful-
ness to all the teachers who had worked indefatigably to mould us 
into the well rounded students we are today. 

By Mikhail Jethwani - Year 11A

28 June 2019Double Tree Hilton,Kuala Lumpur

Graduation
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For the first time, the kayak ECA is available 
in Tanarata for both primary and secondary 
students. This ECA will teach you the basic 
of kayaking and the basic survival skills when 
you are in the water.

Mr. Michael, incharge of secondary kayak 
ECA, stated that “before starting the kayak 
ECA, the expectation were really high because 
it was the first time having this kind of ECA. 

Kayaking

From the student’s [perspective, they were eager to get the experience 
and fully emerge themselves into this activity]. Unfortunately this ECA 
only accepts 15 [students].”

On the first day of kayak ECA according to Mr. Michael, the students 
were eager to find out what kind of experience this ECA will bring to 
them. Some students were anxious and some were hyped about the 
ECA. At the end of the day, everyone was delighted to learn how to 
kayak. 

Mr. Michael stated that one of the best moment was “the floating 
aspect. The first thing [the instructor] taught them was the survival 
skill [on floating] in case [the kayak flipped over], they know how to 
deal with that situation. [Even though the students are good swim-
mers, they never experience this type of floating]

This Kayak ECA has been educational as the students learned new 
things and gained new experience on how to kayak and the necessary 
survival skills. 

Some students names : Putri Inaara Nadine Belfield (6A), Kohana 
Singh (5A), Samaira Marcelle Gomez (6B), Anastasia Manivannan 
(5B), Tiffany Manivannan (5B), Clarissa Chandani (6A), Lakshman 
Logaswaran (5B), Sai Sreejan Varma (6B), Luke Neel Kavanagh (5B).
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Karate is a widely practiced martial art that is rich in history and 
tradition. This self-defense sport, taught by Mr Puvan in Tanarata, 
has many benefits that include improving physical and mental 
health by making the students more active and focused. It helps 
the students to build self-esteem, strengthens their confidence, as 
well as provides an effective and enjoyable workout. 

This sport also teaches the students to cultivate discipline and 
respect for their Karate master and the peers. This ECA is held 
every Thursday in the Multi-Purpose Hall. It is open for all years in 
Tanarata.

Karate

In November 2018, some of the students participated in a Karate tour-
nament at Sekolah Wawasan USJ15. The student group won a bronze 
medal for their performance. The students are: Mahaveer Singh – 
brown belt (4B), De Ashmen Anissh – purple belt (4B), Arya Kuhan 
– blue belt (5A), Adrushya Kuhan – white belt (1B), Saanvii Naveen 
Kana – white belt (3A) and Chong Xong Han – white belt (1B).

The rest of the Karate students are as follows: Rachelann Marie 
Hashini – brown belt (5B), Navya Kannama – yellow belt (2B), Swara 
Keluskar – yellow belt (3B), Vorenica Ann Kaveena – white belt (1A), 
Amartyan Prakash – white belt (2B), Nina George – white belt (3B) 
and Vihaan Praful Attavar – white belt (1A).

The students are proud of their achievements so far in Karate. They 
are looking forward to further honing their skills and participate 
in more tournaments in the future to achieve greater heights in this 
sport.
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Basketball is a physical game played between two teams consisting of 

7 players on each side. This ECA is held every Tuesdays and Fridays 

and is coached by Ms Cheng, who is an ex national player.

Each session starts off with us bouncing the balls in various styles as 

part of our warm up followed by an exercise called “ball handling” 

which includes dribbling and passing which we all enjoy very much. 

Another important bit that we learn is proper footwork which helps us enhance our mobility. The most exciting and challenging 

part are the practise matches we have amongst ourselves. Scoring brings such joy and a sense of achievement to the team.

We thoroughly enjoy this ECA and look forward to being part of it for terms to come. We thank the school for giving us this 

opportunity.

Teacher In Charge – Ms Adrienne

Coach – Ms Cheng

Basketball

Participants :
Elizabeth
Tisha
Ram
Jyotirmay
Sonakshi

Zain Joji
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Engineering for Kids bring fun of science, technology, engineering, and 
math education to kids through exciting activities. The young engineers 
have the opportunity to design, build, test, and refine their own crea-
tions in a safe and fun environment. This ECA kindles passion for kids 
in engineering and their creativity.  

The instructor, Fairus explains each activity in details with drawings 
on the board at the beginning of the session. Students are provided with 
all materials required for the activity. The experiments they do are very 
engaging and provides the young minds the opportunity to develop 
their skills. They learn science in a fun way through these cool engineer-
ing activities. 

Engineering

for kids

The natural curiosity of children to explore is used to teach engineering 
concepts in a fun and hands-on ways. The children are presented with 
challenging yet accessible engineering activities from which they learn and 
grow. 

This ECA is conducted on Tuesday from 2:30 to 3:30 in the Year 1 class-
room. There are no competitions but just classroom activities. 

The participants of Engineering for Kids :-

Clayton Chong Min Xuan (2B),

Sammie Foong (2A), Arnav Nishant (2B), 

Sharifah Nuha Alanna (1A), 

Ethan Tai Jia Him (2A) & 

Navya Kannamma (2B)
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“Hustle, hustle, hustle work that muscle!” is a line from the cheer that athletics students say when they first begin their ECA 

every Wednesday afternoon. The cheer gets their spirits up before their training even starts and keeps their energy high till the 

end of the session. Working their muscles, is exactly what these students do during this ECA. 

The Athletics ECA helps students build stamina, improve muscle strength, work on hand-eye coordination and their reaction 

times while focusing on techniques they need during running, jumping, hurdling and throwing events. The class starts with 

a dynamic warm up which includes stretching, high knee running, carioca, skipping, spider crawls, donkey kicks and/or frog 

hops. It then moves into activities that target certain skill sets. The students will then play a game that incorporates the move-

ments and skills that they have learnt and the ECA ends with a cool down. Mr. Anbarasu, the athletics coach, continuously 

changes the activities and allows children to suggest what they might like to focus on in future ECA sessions. 

Athletics

Some students who joined the Athletics ECA in Term II also 

participated in Sports Day. Jennifer Jegan participated in the 

100m, 200m, 400m and 1,500m for Division C. She won 1st place 

in 100m with a time of 00:16:30, 2nd place in 200m with a time 

of 00:36:27, 1st place for 400m with a time of 1:21:39 and 1st 

place for 1,500m 6:48:00. Hariponmahalakshmi Deepak partic-

ipated in the 80m running event. She came in 6th place with a 

time of 00:15:68. Mr. Anbarasu and our Sports Departments are 

extremely proud of their achievements. We hope to see more 

students joining this ECA and winning medals for their respec-

tive houses in the future. 
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Taekwondo is an activity that Tanarata International Schools offers as 
an ECA. Taekwondo is a martial art that teaches about self-defense, 
persistence and most importantly, self-discipline.

Students are coached by Master Jude a 5th Dan Black Belt. He coaches 
around 50+ students who participate in this ECA. 50+ students are a 
lot for one coach, so master Jude is helped by seniors who are the Poom 
belts. 

Students start from white belt and train and go through gradings to 
get all the way to black belt. Training in Taekwondo depends on the 
current goal of the year. Our goal this year is to enter a sparring com-
petition, so we train our endurance and sparring technique. If it was 
grading, we would practice our Taeguk and perfect our punches kicks 
and blocks.

Taekwondo isn’t learnt to randomly attack people, but learnt to defend 
yourself from harmful attacks. The key to being successful in martial 
arts or any other thing in fact, is self-discipline. It’s what Master Jude 
and the students of Taekwondo priroritize. 

Some senior students :- Cezorio J. Konsoh (9A), Jasdeep Singh Walia 
(10B), Jason Ng Jia Jie (7A), Ethan Ng Juen Yie (7B), Cassandra Lee Yan 
Cheng (7A), Akshainie Somanadhan (5A), Cordelia Jasmin Polko (5B).

Taekwondo
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Table tennis is a beneficial ECA offered 

by Tanarata international Schools every 

Thursday and is coached by Mr Phuan. It 

consists around 22 students, from Year 2 

to Year 11. It requires intense concentra-

tion, therefore resulting in the improve-

ment of hand-eye coordination. Students 

also develop mental sharpness and at the 

same time, burn calories. It is a fun and 

stimulating activity which works your 

entire body. There have been numerous 

inter house table tennis competitions, 

and it has been an exhilarating experi-

ence for both spectators and competi-

tors. The competitors have the fighting 

will to gain points for their houses, while 

the spectators cheer for their house 

representatives, with a sportsmanship 

spirit.

Ta

ble 
Tennis

Some students who are highly skilled, participate 

in this ECA. They include Jeremy Lim, Rudra Raj, 

Alana Michaela, Vrinda Sehgal and Tegjot Singh 

Walia.

The winners of the Inter –House Games 2018-19 

for table tennis were  Alana Michaela of Viking 

house (primary girls ), Tan Wei Xian of Hara-

ppan house (primary boys), Tiffany Wong of 

Harappan house (secondary girls) and Loghan 

Raj of Harappan House (secondary boys). 

Recently, there had been a MSSD Hulu Langat 

competition that was held at SMK Engku Hu-

sain, Hulu Langat on the 30th and 31st of January, 

2019. Our school’s representative, Loghan Raj, 

won 3rd place in the Under 15 division for boys. 

He comments, “I feel that I did well in the Under 

15 division, but there is more to come in the 

MSSD and future tournaments.” 
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A game of CHESS is a series of mutual puzzles, constructed by the two players for each other’s solution. At each move, a play has 
two tasks:

First, to deal with the puzzle the opponent has set for him. Second, to change the puzzle he has set for his opponent so as to cre-
ate the most difficult puzzle for the opponent to solve, if possible, an unsolvable puzzle that will win the game.

Chess

It is a mutual challenge beyond the ordinary.

CHESS ECA commenced after a long hiatus, on September 21st 
2018, with 16 students, ranging from Year 1 to Year 7. Today, we have 
around 22 students, with varying competency in the skill and art of 
Chess. The students are yet to compete in any way, whether inter-
nally or externally because they are still getting the hang of the game. 
We do have a couple of students from Year 7, who have displayed 
great potential in the game but they are a far way off from any local or 
international tournaments. The coaches have plans to organise a small 
competition at school level and hopefully that takes off in the near 
future.

We have two coaches (Mr Pavondev Singh & Mr Saintlavin Sugu) 
from e Chess Wizard Empire, a growing chess academy (run by Mr 
Avinash Raman); with their own unique approach in the context of 
learning and teaching chess every Fridays (in the Year 6A classroom) 
and with a mission for the students to develop a lifelong love for chess 
and to compete in state and national tournaments in a team envi-
ronment. They also aspire to have a perfect balance between fun and 
learning in order for students to get the most out of their chess course 
experience. 

Some outstanding participants are : Kee Hong Yee, Tan Jason, Ong 
Wei Xiang and Hee Won.

Teacher-in-charge of Chess ECA : Ms Anne Freeman
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The Cooking and Baking ECA runs every Mon-

day. During the weekly sessions students learn 

to prepare delectable dishes like lasagne, egg 

muffins, burger patties and noodles. They also 

learn baking techniques producing melt-in-the 

mouth cookies, sweet and savoury pastries and 

simple puddings. Being in the kitchen making 

interesting food, students are trained on the 

correct handling of the knives and other uten-

Cooking & Baking

sils and introduced to appliances like the blender, mixers and oven. 

While being engaged in the cooking activities, health and safety are not 

ignored. Students are advised on each dish’s health benefits and to use 

less sugar, salt and oil. Safety precautions are constantly reminded like 

listening to instructions, no running in the kitchen and handling sharp 

objects with utmost care. Cleanliness is also highlighted as every Cooking 

and Baking ECA member must wear the apron and secure their hair prop-

erly and keep their hands and work stations clean. The students obvious-

ly have tremendous fun cooking every week and always look forward to 

the next session. This activity not 

only builds basic kitchen skills, 

it also encourages the practice 

of mathematical concepts when 

measuring ingredients and timing 

preparations, as well as promotes 

creativity and better vocabulary 

and communication skills.  

Among the Cooking and Baking 

ECA members, the natural flair of 

Clarissa Chandani Christopher 

and Lee Ai Mei Clarissa cannot 

be ignored. The chef in them is 

evident in the way they prepare 

the dishes, share tips and  manage 

the kitchen itself.
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LEGO education in robotics allows our students (regardless of age) to become active 
leaders in their own education. They build everything from animal robots to robots 
that can play games and complete tasks some of the tasks have included navigating a 
maze, building a sumo robot or a flying fox, robots that can transverse a set distance 
or even catapults, or even a robot that can tidy up for them (a gripper to pick up the 
Lego blocks). Most importantly, it allows students to develop different solutions to 
the same problem. Students are proposed a problem at the beginning of the class, 
this ranges from class to class and can take any form. They then solve the problem 
how they see fit, provided they follow the basic core design of the robot, they receive 
instruction for this. 

Many problems take the form of a maze, below is an example of the maze along with 
the students building their robot. 

Students : Aryana Teoh Li Wen (1A), Jasper Wan Chung Hin (1A), Jayden Ng Kai 
Wen (1B), Kirren Velan (1B), Zhang Junxian (2A), Raahul Navindran (3A), Allegra 
Teoh Li Xuan (3B), Dheeraj Reddy Sirigiri (4A), Vijit Mishra (4A), 
Khok Ti Sheng (4B), Lakshman Logaswaran (5B)

Robotics

The flying fox –  The student designed 
their robot to only move when it saw a 
light, until it reached the end of the rope.

The gripper robot (the tidying robot), 
which had to be programmed using the 
EV brick programming tool.
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Tennis is held every Wednesday after school and coached by 

Coach Chow and Mr Yannick. A few exercises are done for 

warm up and balls are exchanged for practice.

The students learn how to strike forehand, backhand, volleys 

and service. They also learn the basic rules of tennis and how to 

position themselves on the court.

Towards the end of every session the students are put into 

teams to strike balls during short matches.

This year four students from Year 2 to Year 8 joined the tennis 

ECA: Lwin Phone Kant (Y8), Rachelann (Y5), Nina George (Y3) 

and Lee E Jay (Y4)

Ten
nis Clinic
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Speech and Drama is a powerful way for children to learn the necessary building blocks for a life of effective communication.  The 
positive impact drama classes have on children’s growth and developments are often bigger than most parents can imagine. It em-
powers children and enables them to cultivate self-confidence, a creative imagination, maturity in interpersonal skills, leadership, 
friendship, empathy and an understanding that will enable them to be successful in the future. 

The Class is designed in a joyous and yet competitive setting. Students will learn to present themselves to the teacher and class-
mates every week and create a new habit of speaking out in public.  This year our instructor schedule to introduce and expose the 
pupils to prose, poem, drama activities, great literature, exploring performance, role-play and tongue twisters.

Our current group with these unique and incredible children like Allegra, Alysha, Ayan, Ariyana, Aarav, Aarush, Anjali, Chelsea, 
Haniya, Ingku, Keisha,  Meha, Ryan, Sara and Yap Him have achieved a great deal of confidence to engage themselves and execute 
eloquently. Nevertheless, the drama class also inspired our students to foster a love of reading and literature. It has always been a 
lesson of fun, frolic and laughter with our most remarkable instructor Ms. Lorna Hoong Pak Chan.

 Students learnt a poem (The Weed) and story (The Honeybee Sting). At the end of the term, they will put up a performance dur-
ing the school assembly. The students have been selected for this term to perform the story for the school and they are amazing! 
The year 3’s staged a choral speaking session entitled ‘The Honeybee Sting’. The performance was overwhelming and the audi-
ence was awe-struck.                        

Speech & Drama

Finally, feedbacks from the students:

1)     Ingku: A lot of TONGUE TWISTERS and memorising. We also 
                      learn breathing technique and improve our vocabulary!
2)     Meha: I learnt a lot from Speech & Drama class and I’m getting 
                       better at speech!
3)     Ryan: Interesting and nice!’
4)     Keisha: Fun and interesting!
5)     Allegra: IT WAS FUN!!!
 
By Ms Lorna Hoong Pak Chan & Ms Deepa Lakhiani
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There are 20-21 students in the class. At the beginning of the class, the badminton coaches 

divide the students into two groups- beginners and advance group. Next both the groups 

have 15 to 20 mins of warming up sessions. Leaders are chosen for these sessions. In these 

sessions they have to do pushups, situps, leg exercise and many more. Then they have to 

run 5 laps around the MPH. After that they get into groups under one of the coaches. The 

coach tells them what they will be doing on that day and show them the techniques. Then 

students play and the coach corrects them if they make mistakes. In the advance class, they 

play matches. For the last 10mins both the groups play matches together. On every Mon-

day, badminton class is held from 2.30 to 3.30.

This ECA is fun and the students enjoy playing against each other. The coaches make the 

classes entertaining and the students look forward to it!

In Term II the students participated in an  Inter-House Competition. Some of the students 

who participated were Charanya Visakan (6A), Sriram (6A) and Ashley Lee (8B).

Some of the outstanding students of this class are Tan Wei Xian (6A), Jake Yeoh (7A) and 

Goh Chee Shen (8B).

Badminton
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Zumba dance is a popular type of dance where the dancers show flexible body movements. This is one of the most popular ECAs 

and it is held on Thursdays in the Music room. Miss Shubha, the lovely dancing instructor, always creates a fun and happy atmos-

phere during the class.  The kids enjoy the class immensely and eagerly look forward to the Zumba class.

We feel Zumba class is very exciting, fun, energetic and lively. Zumba is also a sort of exercise combining all elements of fitness. 

Zumba dance requires a lot of team work and coordination among the dancers and as a result, the dance will look neat and per-

fectly synchronised.

Zumba Dance

Ten minutes before the class end, Miss 

Shubha will let the kids play a game, called 

“Dance and Freeze”. Sometimes she will 

pick some of our free and easy dance steps 

to include in the school performance. When 

we learn dance steps we feel happy and have 

a sense of achievement and this helps to 

build our confidence.

Zumba dancers always perform during some 

of the school events like Sports Day, Dee-

pavali Festival, Earth Week and Football 

Tournaments. We need a lot of practice for 

all these events but the end result is always 

good and people really enjoy watching our 

show. 

Zumba dance has inspired some of us to be a 

Zumba instructor in future. Few prominent 

students are Ankita (5A), Catilia Lim Ni 

Hui (5A), Irene Rhea (5B), and Surhuthee 

Doraisingam (4A).

By Lim Ni Hui (Year 5A)
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Swimming Training is held every Monday at our very own pool. The 

primary objective of this eca is to improve his/her swimming timing 

or to beat the other competitors in an events.  During this training 

swimmers will train their speed and endurance while keeping their 

swim strokes perfect. At the end of every session, we will do a fast 

sprint program to track their timing for all the 4 strokes.  

With discipline and dedication, 7 of our students were selected to 

represents our school in Selangor inter school swimming compe-

tition (MSSS) in Shah Alam and Lay Kye Xern won 3rd place for 

200M freestyle, under 13-15 age group. We are very proud of him. 

The name of students involve in this ECA :-

1. Kashhveii Mayuren

2. Manisha Shriya

3. Asyanur Fauzana

4. Chaanvi Mayuren

5. Alesha Iman

6. Lay Kye Xern

7. Cezorio J. Konsoh

Swimming
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Tanarata School Choir is form by primary and secondary students. In school choir, students learn to sing song in different 

languages. Over the whole academic year, we had performed mandarin songs during Chinese New Year and Malay song during 

Hari Raya. Students get a chance to explore the art of singing using a balance of traditional and current music styles. Also, expe-

rience singing with instrumental accompaniment and acapella. 

Be part of the school choir, things that students can learn beside musician skills are responsibility, listen and team work. Last 

but not least, practice makes perfect. Currently school choir is looking for new recruits. All students are welcome to audition. 

School Choir
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Drums are a very unique instrument as it is the instrument that binds 
everything together in a band. The drums are the main tempo setter 
and gives the song it’s beat and vibe. There are many different playing 
techniques when it comes to the drums. It is good to try out as many 
as you can, and see which ones work best for you. The core of play-
ing the drums is timing and hand feet coordination. During lessons, 
students will learn a variety of skills including maintaining proper 
tempo, stroke execution as well as creativity in grooves and fills. 
Techniques can take a long time to master, but substantial progress 
can be realized quickly with daily repetition. Listening and getting a 
feel of a specific song is also part of the learning process. 

Drums & Guitar

The best way for students to gain musical proficiency is through performance-based 
music education. All in all, drums are a fun instrument to play but yet challenging to 
master. It takes time as well as practice but in the end it’s the fun and enjoyment in 
learning that matters. 

For guitar ECA, the students were taught to master chords and learn pop songs of 
many different genres. Students learn how to play by ear and analysed chord charts 
in the songs learned. Apart from learning, students were encouraged to participate 
in performances organized by the school’s music teachers, which among all include 
the recent Comic Con Fest.

Note: Drums and Guitar ECA lessons take place every Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday with Mr Esmond Goh.

Particpants :
Drums : Nina George (3A), Zayn Shvant Shannon (1B), Andrew 
Alaxander Armstrong-Thoo (8A), Gsanii Ekaa Saravanan (2B), 
Kirren Velan (2B), Kaustubh Singh Naulia (8A), 
Guitar : Daksha Malatesh (6A)
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During the piano ECA lesson, students learn to play classical and pop 

songs as well as other different genres. By understanding beat, rhythm, 

and scales, students learn how to divide, create fractions, and recognize 

patterns. Apart from that, they also learn to identify the quality of the 

songs and sing along while playing the piano. Different methods are taught 

to different individual students but, practice is the key to excelling at the 

piano. Students were also taught songs which are familiar to them to instil 

interest within the individuals. Other than teaching them to play by ear, 

students also learn to play the piano and keyboard in an ensemble and later 

encouraged to participate in the school events.

In vocal ECA lesson, students were taught to sing different types of songs 

within the pop styles. Students learn to sing while working on their 

dynamics and expressions. Apart from learning, students were encour-

aged to participate in performances and school events which include TiS 

Halloween, Chinese New Year, Teacher’s Day, Valentine’s Day, and Hari 

Raya, among others. The only way to enjoy singing and truly understand 

the beauty of singing is to love your voice and love singing, in addition to 

regular practice.

Note: Piano and Voice ECA lessons are 

conducted every Tuesday and Thursday.

Particpants : Vocals :-  

Ayan Tripathi (3A) - Vocal

Charvi Sirigiri (8B) - Vocal

Erin Danya Fabian (6A) - Vocal

Siri Purushotham (2B) - Piano

Reyansh Spoorthi Devaramane (3B) - Piano

Piano & Vocal
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During these 3 terms of fine art, we have learnt a lot of things. We have around 18 stu-

dents per term. Students of fine art enjoyed all the activities that the teacher, Ms. Feeda, 

have prepared of us. We tend to have a lot of fun interacting with the art works as well as 

friends. 

 In term one, we did Woodblock Printmaking. In the start, we were told to go around the 

schools ground and get pictures of flowers, leaves and nature. The pictures that we took 

would be our subject matter. We had to transfer our subject matter to our wood blocks. 

After transferring our subject matter to our woodblock, we were also given wood carving 

tools to carve out the subject matter to a certain depth. After weeks of trying to carve our 

subject matter, we took poster colour and mixed up colours and painted it on our wood 

blocks. We had different colour scheme. We were told to have 8 different colour series 

and we transfer them to thick paper. 

In term 2, we did acrylic painting called psychedelic acrylic painting. We had free flow of 

patterns and with bright acrylic paint. Everybody was having fun because our ideas were 

endless, there were spirals, circles, lines and many other more. Right after we did that, we 

drew our subject matter which was someone we admire or someone we like, however we 

draw them out with lyrics of their songs. 

In term 3, we did a creepy candle holder using Air Hardening Clay. We also had free flow 

of ideas, it just had to be creepy. We used our creativity to create creepy and scary candle 

holder. We needed to make sure that our base was still and not sloppy so some of the stu-

dents had to do a few trys, after all the suffering we had to let it dry. Since our clay were 

slightly tinted brown, we had to paint it with a thick white paint. After we let it dry, we 

used poster colour to colour it. After letting everything dry, we took it 

home as a memory. 

By, Liew Jiien Suey Year 9B

Fine Arts Club
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Tanarata Interntional Schools ECA Soccer Team has been brilliantly 

lead by Mr.Rashidi, training 40 students between the ages 6 to 11 years 

old. 

This extracurricular activity has been an integral part of our student’s 

school experience allowing them to not only make friends but expos-

ing themselves to the plethora of cultures and customs required to 

succeed in inter-school and outer-school games. With fancy footwork 

and a drive to win, the sport has been a fun way for students to get 

their cardio in. The student’s immense devotion has represented the 

Tanarata soccer team with pride. 

Besides enhancing the students understanding of the sport, the coach 

has enhanced their skills in leadership, teamwork and time manage-

ment (to name a few). Skills that have proven to be vital in the devel-

opment of a child and necessary in the following years of their academ-

ic journey. 

During the year of 2018 – 19 the Tanarata teams has competed in:

1. UTIM soccer tournament – Shah Alam  (U8/U10/U12)

2. Penang soccer tournament – Penang Free School (U8/ U10/U12/U14)

3. TiS 3rd Annual soccer tournament (U10/U12/U14/U16)

Football
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The Young Entrepreneur Club (YEC for short) is an ECA club dedicat-

ed to helping upper secondary students to develop entrepreneur-like 

qualities as well as learning the process of starting a company, product 

development and even selling them to consumers outside.

The students were separated into different groups, with each group given 

a task to plan and develop a product to sell in order to gain profit, which 

was than divided into dividends, later given back to the students. The 

freedom allowed the groups to create not only creative products, such as 

Resin Accessories, but also products which can be used every day such as 

bags made out of recycled jeans.

The aim when creating the products were to create products which are 

cheap, affordable and environmental-friendly. The YEC students plan to 

begin selling their products early July so do make sure to support Tanara-

ta’s very own Young Entrepreneurs!

This club has enabled the students to understand aspects of business and 

prepare reports and relevant documents.  Students also conceptualized 

their own product, and marketed it in any promotion method desired 

in order to reach breakeven.  In the process, students would improve 

negotiation skills, problem solving skills, allowing students to think out 

of the box.

Young Entrepreneur

Club

Tanarata Community
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The Tanarata Community Club (TCC) co-hosted 

activities with TiS during Hari Raya in June 2018, fol-

lowed by a Henna Corner during Deepavali celebra-

tion in early November 2018. We had food and drinks 

sale on Swimming Gala day which was held some-

where in mid of November 2018. In December 2018, 

we prepared some Christmas gifts for the Mary Agape 

School, Kechara and Kachin Centres. We also helped 

the chool with their Christmas decorations. 

In 2019, we prepared mandarin oranges and fortune 

cookies for Chinese New Year celebration in Febru-

ary. We also had food and drinks sale during Sports 

Day in the same month. We sponsored T-shirts for 

the TiS Football Club which was held in March 2019. 

We prepared gifts for Hari Raya Aidilfitri in June 

2019.

Tanarata Community

Club
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Year 1

AryAnA Teoh Li Wen - 1A 
My dream house

hriiThikeshvA krishnA 
rAj - 1B 
My robot

vihAAn PrAfuL 
ATTAvAr - 1A 
Candy house

heATh ngeoW yi Tze - 1B 
Ducks in a pond

shArifAh nuhA ALAnnA - 1A 
hand pattern

AnjALi ushA gAThAni - 1B 
hand pattern

ADrushyA kuhAn - 1B
My dream house

jAyDen ng kAi Wen - 1B
Birds on a tree - Collage

riya Amsrala - 1B
hand Pattern
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Year 2

ALTheA sAhurDA - 2B 
house - Collage

nAvyA kAnnAMMA - 2B 
house - Collage

kAeLAB AArAv 
fernAnDez - 2A 
flower Pot

gsAnii ekAA sArAvAnAn - 2B 
flower Pot

sAMMie foong - 2A
Peacock - Collage

yAshvi AMoL ChouguLe - 2A
Peacock - Collage

syeD ArsALAn AhMeD - 2A
scribble Art - Primary Colours

sAW Xin ying - 2B
Leaf Pattern
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Year 3

jArreTh WAn Chung ing -3B  
Batik Pattern

ABhishikA ChouDhury - 3A 
3D spiderweb 

kush guPTA - 3B 
3D spiderweb 

sAAnvi nAveen kAnA - 3A 
halloween poster

rAM ChinMAyA PrAnAv - 3A
Landscape

keishA guPTA - 3B
fish - Collage

MehA siThArA suresh - 3B
Landscape - strokes
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Year 4

hALey ngeoW hsin ying - 4A 
An Apple - observation study

ABhinAv BALAsuBrAMAniAM - 4B 
3D shapes - observation study

hAnA norhAfiz - 4A 
An umbrella

DeekshA surA - 4A 
Cover design

surThuThee DorAisingAM - 4A
Doodling

Wong yuT WiL - 4A
3D Art

ngA Xin yu - 4B
Butterfly - Collage
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Year 5

MANISHA SHRIYA -5A
Colour Studies Warm and Cool Symmetrical Composition 

ABIGAIL CAROLYN CHELIAH - 5A 
Colour Studies - Complimentary 
Colours Composition

AKKASH DHARREN REJ - 5A 
Colour Studies - Complimentary 
Colours Composition

KAESHEN RAJ - 5B 
Colour Study - Warm and Cool Coloured based landscape

ALANA MICHAELA SALDANHA - 5A 
Colour Study - Warm and Cool Coloured 
based landscape

SALWA AISYAN HARTANTO - 5B
Colour Studies - MOUNTAINS Saturation of White Blue Black

CORDELIA JASMIN POLKO - 5B
Colour Study - Warm and Cool Coloured based landscape

SENA KOBUKE - 5B
Colour Study - Warm and Cool Coloured based landscape
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Year 6

CHAANVII MAYUREN - 6A
Observational Study -  Sparrow -  Bird

DAKSHA MALATESH NAGAMMANAVAR - 6A
Observational Studies - Siberian Husky

TREISHA LEE - 6B 
Studies - Siberian Husky

PRALHAD SHANBHAG - 6A 
Observational Study - Kingfisher - Birds

VRINDA SEHGAL - 6B
Observational Study - Fruits and Vegetables

SAMAIRA MARCELLE GOMEz - 6B 
Observational Study -  Beautiful Butterfly

THEJ DHEEREN M GANESH KUMAR - 6B
Observational Study - Onion, garlic, gourd, melon, pumpkins 

NADINE BELFIELD - 6A
Study - Onion, garlic, gourd, melon, pumpkins
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Year 7

NYLA NORHAFIz - 7A
Colour Studies - Complimentary Colours Composition

LYAN TALAL - 7A 
Observational Study - Landscape - Mountainscape - Lake - River - 
Seaside

ONG WEI XIANG - 7B
Observational Study - Mandarin Ducks

ONG WEI XIANG - 7B
Observational Study - Mandarin Ducks

KIM HEE WON  - 7B
Observational Study - Kingfisher - Sparrowbird

NITHEESWAR VISAKAN - 7A 
Observational Study - Landscape - Mountainscape - Lake - River - 
Seasid

NAVYA NEERMAL KHANNA - 7B
Observational Study - Landscape - Mountainscape 

zACHARY TEH RUI MING - 7A 
Observational Study - Seashells - Mixed media
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Year 8

FELICIA ANG - 8B
Melting

AADITYA AMOL SAWAIKAR - 8B 
Melting

JONG QIN VERN - 8A
Melting

AARUSHI MEHROTRA - 8B
Rainbow Candle

MAIA NORHAFIz - 8A
Melting

FELICIA ANG - 8B
Public Sculpture Studies

BELINDA SARAH DENDAWACANA - 8A
Pop Art Windmill

TIFFANY WONG WENG YAN - 8A
Pop Art Windmill

MAIA NORHAFIz - 8A
Pop Art Windmill

ALESHA IMAN MOHD. FAIz - 8A
Public Sculpture Studies
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Year 9

DHRRITI ASOKKUMAR - 9A
Apron Design

MOHD. AIMAN FAIzUL - 9A
Apron Design

ASHLEY LAVVINIA CHELLIAH - 9B
Apron Design

MEGAN LEE KER MIN -9A
Bicycle Studies

ANNABEL DING - 9B
Bicycle Studies

ASHLEY LAVVINIA CHELLIAH - 9B
Fruits Pattern Studies

EVANN MATTHEW GOMEz - 9B
Apron Design

MEGAN LEE KER MIN - 9A
Apron Design

CEzORIO J.KONSOH - 9A
Fruits Pattern Studies

MUHD. KEYWAFIATA DIAz - 9B
Dear Lotus Flower
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Year 10
IGCSE

YEONG WING YAN zOE - 10B
Artist Reference Studie

CRISTEN NG MEI ANN - 10B
Nature Studies

JUNG WONYOUNG BOBBY - 10B
Artist Reference StudiesANANYA SAI AVVARI - 10A

Batik Studies

LEE AI YING KEESHA - 10A
Artist Reference Studies

RESYIFA MAHAYU DIAz - 10A
Man-made Studies
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MRINALINI SHRITHER - 11A
Mechanical Madness

CAITLIN NG MEI LYN - 11A
Poster Design

CHO YOONHEE ELEANOR - 11A
Poster Design

SHAKKTHI KAMALES - 1B
Embellish

ROHA ALI - 11B
In Disguise

CHANG PEI YIT - 11B
Poster Design

CAITLIN NG MEI LYN - 11A
In Disguise

CAITLIN NG MEI LYN - 11A
Folded, Pleated and Fayed

Year 11
IGCSE
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Y E A R  

1 A
2018-19

If  you plant a tree, you plant a life. 

If  you plant knowledge and 

awareness the next generation will 

save the planet!
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We took a walk in the 

woods and came out 

taller than the trees!

Y E A R  

1 B
2018-19
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Y E A R  

2 A
2018-19

One with nature...

Our picnic!
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Anything but ordinary!

Y E A R  

2 B
2018-19
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Y E A R  

3 A
2018-19

Life is like a

Rainbow!
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Y E A R  

3 B
2018-19

Blue, is my colour,

The colour of the sky,

With frost and peaks of white!

Blue, is my colour,

The colour of the ocean,

With crest of white,

that peeks and says 

Peek A Boo!
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Y E A R  

4 A
2018-19

Fitness not only changes 

your body but also your 

mind, attitude and 

your mood!
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Musical notes of

Tanarata!

Y E A R  

4 B
2018-19
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Y E A R  

5 A
2018-19

Art is a Symphony

in Canvas!
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Tradition and culture is not 

about how we differ, they are

about embracing one another’s

uniqueness!

Y E A R  

5 B
2018-19
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Welcome to the 

Mad Hatters Tea Party!

We can’t promise you

cookies but there’ll

be plenty of loonies!

Y E A R  

6 A
2018-19
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Our Character is defined by

what we do when we think

no one is looking!

Y E A R  

6 B
2018-19
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Where stories come alive!

Y E A R  

7 A
2018-19
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Growth hacking is a

mindset, and those

who have it, will reap

incredible gains!

Y E A R  

7 B
2018-19
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Live, Loud, Rock. Hard!

Y E A R  

8 A
2018-19
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We discovered that red bull 

doesnt’t actually give you 

wings!

Y E A R  

8 B
2018-19
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Clear your mind off

can’t!

Y E A R  

9 A
2018-19
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#year9bwokeuplikethis!

Y E A R  

9 B
2018-19
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Idea that spreads “virally” 

from one person to another 

via the Internet!

Y E A R  

10 A
2018-19
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Our dreams taking flight!

Y E A R  

10 B
2018-19
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Your soul is white canvas; 

your dreams and feelings give it 

colour; friendship and unity 

make a masterpiece!

Y E A R  

11 A
2018-19
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Tied up by the colourful 

knots of friendship, 

we are inseparable!

Y E A R  

11 B
2018-19
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       Year of 
 Name    graduation Sports House Where are they now?  What have they studied?
       from TiS

 Reza Raessi  2009  Romans University of Ottawa  Doctor of Law (JD)
        Toronto, Canada

 Isabelle Ng Yee Mun 2009  Harappans Massey University, NZ  Royal Veterinary College
            and Kings College, London

 Joanne Lim Ching Yee 2010  Vikings  Plitecnico di Milano  M Arch 
        Milan 
  
 Sina Rezaeipour  2010  Vikings  Fintech company called   RMIT, Malaysia
        Klarna,  as a software
        engineer. Stokholm, Sweden 

 Rakesh Arul  2011  Vikings  Rutherford scholarship to  Chemical Engg.
 (School Captain)     Cambridge to do a PhD  Univ Of Aukland
        in Physics

 Max Lee Kah Weng 2011  Vikings      University of Nebraska
            Lincoln

 Josiah Nicolas  2012  Vikings  Columbia University in   Masters
 Ponnudurrai      the City of New York
 
 Roumen Guha  2012  Romans Univeristy of Wisconsin  Electrical Engg.

 Khajen S Raj Kumar 2012  Harappans University of Aukland   Bachelors in Commerce

 Malcolm Almuntazar 2012    University of Virginia   Biochemistry
 Harris

 Tan Li Sha  2012  Harappans Special needs therapist  BSc in Psychology (Honours)
            University of Nottingham
             MSc in Psychology of Education
            University College London

 Jeremy Tay Eujin 2012  Harappans Univ of East London   M. Arch focusing on 
            vernacular sustainability

 Brian Chow Joon Yao 2012  Vikings  UOB Bank   Marquette University, 
            Milwaukee

 Xygarathma Lebibi 2012  Romans Graphic & Event Designer  Lim Kok Wing University
 Sugumaran      at Midvalley. Also working  BA in Animation
        on my 3rd book.

 Newsha Arezi  2012  Romans Concordia University   M. Sc Chemistry

 Dhanisha Sham  2012  Romans Working for an online  University of Nothingham  
 Daswani      company in KL                BSc in Business, Economics 
            and Finance

Here is a little information about some of our alumni. 
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 Lee Jia Hui  2013  Romans England   Studies Economics 
        University of Warwick

 Bhavika Gobindram 2013  Harappans England   Cardiff University
 Chandnani      Cardiff University

 Kian Rajabinasrabadi 2014  Vikings  Paris, France   Bachelors in Commerce
 (School Captain)     Paris Dauphine University

 Suranjan Singh  2014  Vikings  England   BSc in Accounting and Finance 
 Kumar        London School of Economics
     
 Sylvie Tan Siew Hui 2014  Vikings  Education Assistant at the  University of East Anglia (UEA)  
        Field Studies Council  Environmental Science 

 Ezra Ravin  2014  Vikings  London    Laws at Aberystwyth 
 Ponnudurai          University London

 Lakshman  2014  Romans Ernst & Young, Auckland Accounting and Finance 
 Raj Kumar           at The University of Auckland

 Chen Li Ting  2014  Harappans Melbourne   University of Melbourne
            Accounting & Finance

 Nurfarahin  2014  Harappans     Quantity Surveying 
 Abdul Jalil          @Inti University

 Sofea Wong  2014  Vikings      Web Developer @ MMT Digital 
            Diploma in Software Engineering 
            and BSc(H) ICT @APIIT&APU / 
            Nottingham Trent University

 Mehlam Shabbir 2014  Romans     World Health Org as Data analyst 
            Computer science/information 
            systems @MMU

 Tan Wei Ren  2014  Vikings      University Tunku Abdul Rahman 
            Chem Engineering

 Tan Tse Woon  2014  Romans     Eye Believe as a Colourist 
            Multimedia Technology @ 
            SAE Univeristy

 Yang Jae Hyeon  2014  Romans US    University of Nebraska- Lincoln 
            Computer Science

 Sacchin Armnath 2014  Harappans US    Graphics Prgramming @ 
 Goban           DigiPen Institute of Technology
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 Imran Mateo  2014  Harappans England   University of Cambridge
 Firoz Hussien
 (School Vice Captain)

 Sadhana Seriamlu 2014  Romans Canberra, Australia  Bach Degree in Comms 
            (Dual Major) - Corporate 
            Communications & Media

 Manisha Sham  2014  Romans Hong Kong   BBA Finance
 Daswani          @ Hong Kong Univ of Science 
            and Technology studying 
            BBA Finance

 Diya Gobindram 2015  Romans Manipal University  MBBS
 Chandnani      India

 Hans Jeffry  2015  Harappans Manipal University  MBBS
        India

 Kathy Wong See Way 2015  Harappans Manipal University  MBBS
 (School Captain)     India

 Daryl Teo Bao Yen 2015  Harappans Germany   University of Oldenburg

 Ankita Prasad  2016  Vikings  England   Studying Law @ 
            Brunel University, London 
       
 Ashweta Kaur  2016  Harappans England   The London School of Medicine 
            and Dentistry - MBBS

 Suman Datta  2016  Vikings      Monash University - Engineering

 Adam Shabbir  2016  Vikings      Researcher and student at 
            Concordia University 
            The University of Nottingham
            BSc Honours in Pharmaceutical 
            and Health Sciences

 Ethern Kon Yi Kit 2016  Vikings  Kuala Lumpur   Taylor Univeristy, Law

 Fabian Yeong  2016  Romans Kuala Lumpur   Taylor University, Law
 Zhong Tzeng

We are constantly adding on to this database. Please contact the editorial 
team to add on to the next issue.
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We are Tanaratians
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